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FOREWORD

Plutonium inventories and utilization rates worldwide are growing. It is important for
nuclear power programmes everywhere that no incidents or accidents with plutonium
occur. It is therefore important that all who deal with plutonium, do so safely. All those
who deal with plutonium should have available the best information on safe handling and
storage.

Several countries have mature plutonium programmes. However, information
exchange on plutonium has been limited. This has precluded the development until now
of consensus documentation on safe handling and storage of plutonium. This Technical
Committee has been established to address these problems and this Technical Document
is the first product in this process.
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SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING

INTRODUCTION

The IAEA estimates that the amount of separated civil plutonium worldwide now
exceeds 80 tonnes. The amount of separated plutonium is increasing and will significantly
exceed 100 tonnes by the end of the century. Plutonium is toxic, radioactive (alpha,
gamma and neutron), exothermic, and has a relatively small minimum critical mass. These
characteristics of plutonium raise many technical safety issues for those who handle,
transport and store plutonium. There is also a growing public awareness of and concern
over the use of and increasing inventories of plutonium. Because of the special safety
issues (e.g. toxicity, pyrophoricity, criticality, and radiation exposure), the increased
inventories of separated plutonium, and the growing public concern, the IAEA has
undertaken to provide a forum for the exchange of information and experiences concerning
safe dealing with plutonium.

The purpose of the meeting was to bring together experts with significant experience
in handling, transporting and storing plutonium; to exchange information and experiences
dealing with plutonium at their facilities; to describe their practices (guidelines, procedures,
regulations, etc.) for safely dealing with plutonium; to assess the need to develop and
publish a consensus plutonium safety practices document(s), and to recommend possible
future IAEA activities in this technical area.

OVERVIEW

Comprehensive papers on the safe handling, transportation, and storage of plutonium
were given by representatives from France, Belgium and the UK. Their plutonium
production and/or use programmes were reported as being managed in a safe manner.
Russia provided a paper on plutonium handling experience in fabrication of breeder reactor
fuel elements at Dimitrograd. Japan provided a report on criticality accidents and criticality
calculations.

The presentations and discussions focused primarily on plutonium from reprocessing,
fabrication of mixed oxide (MOX) fuel, storage of plutonium, and its transportation. It was
clear from this meeting of experts presenting papers on safety that safety of plutonium
facilities is good in spite of working with this radiotoxic and reactive material. Better and
higher quality facility design, improved glovebox design, more use of automated processes,
and better management of plants have greatly enhanced safety in handling of plutonium.
General comments by participants throughout the meeting were that handling, storage, and
transportation of plutonium at their facilities is safe and that improvements are continuing
to be made. The public, however, needs to be assured that the handling, transportation,
and storage of plutonium is safe. Current public misperceptions can be attributed to several
reasons and these misunderstandings can be mitigated by better communications on health
and safety issues.

The basic chemical processes involving plutonium have not changed significantly
during the past 40 years. The designs of the storage facilities and plants discussed at this
meeting have been continuously improved to meet increased capacity requirements and
more demanding safety standards for both the plant workers and the public. Plant design
and operational features that have evolved over the years include those addressing external
radiation, contamination causing internal radiation, containment, criticality, solid and liquid
waste, ventilation, and effluents. Reviews, audits, and monitoring by independent
regulators have been important in improving the safety of plant operations.



Ongoing efforts with new processes and improved procedures continue to reduce
radiation exposure. This is particularly significant in that it has occurred in spite of the
longer plutonium storage times and the fact that the isotopic composition of the plutonium
has changed (slightly higher Pu-238, Pu-240, Pu-241 and Pu-242 with lower Pu-239
contents) with increasing burnup. Hands-on operations, such as MOX fuel fabrication, are
receiving special attention. Exposure reduction is resulting from better shielding for both
ionizing radiations and neutrons, from dust collection, and from process automation.
Further, the exposure to workers in most countries has been decreasing every year for the
past decade. Better radiation exposure standards are under consideration and the working
limits likely will be lowered further in some countries. In addition, plants are being managed
so that the internal working limit and the real radiation dose are lower than the standards
require.

Events that might initiate incidents or accidents have been thoroughly analysed. The
probability of occurrence of such events has been significantly lowered through better
facility design, plant construction, and process control by qualified operators. By design,
the risk of internal events such as criticality, fire, and explosions is made extremely low.
For example, the facility is designed and operated in such a manner that a single failure can
not result in criticality, thus decreasing the risk of criticality. Consequences of accidents
are also restricted by remedial measures. Old plants are being modernized with better
equipment and shielding. Improved instrumentation, better materials accountancy and
control, and better physical protection reportedly have eliminated the possibility of loss of
material. Storage container design has evolved; the latest designs are fully stainless steel
and they contain no organic materials, which helps to ensure their integrity. In some
countries old storage installations are being replaced with new ones.

The accumulation of large quantities of separated plutonium from civil reactors
requires careful management of its production, storage, and use. There may be significant
additional amounts of plutonium coming from the dismantlement of nuclear weapon
warheads (military plutonium was not addressed in this Technical Committee Meeting).
Plutonium has been stored for short times until now but will need to be stored for longer
times. With the increased production of separated plutonium and its increased use, there
will be more transportation of plutonium. All of these activities have a common concern
of safety. And, with the increased tempo of operations, the issue of safety becomes more
important. Regulations for the safe transportation of civil plutonium, however, are being
adequately addressed by the Nuclear Safety Division of the IAEA; safe transport is fully
covered by Safety Series No. 6 of the IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Material.

OBSERVATIONS

During this meeting the Committee made the following observations concerning use
of plutonium:

1. The periods for which plutonium has been stored have been increased over the years
for technical reasons related to the delay in its use, resulting in greater amounts of
stored plutonium and higher concentrations of radioactive isotopes other than Pu-239.
Accordingly, the techniques used for plutonium storage have changed. Consequently,
tonnes of plutonium have been stored for a considerable number of years. Moreover,
it has been stored safely.

2. It was noted that MOX fuel is now being used and its use is likely to increase. This
will reduce the quantity of stored plutonium.
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3. It was acknowledged that the regulatory framework relating to the transport of
plutonium has led to an exemplary record in the safe movement of plutonium and
other radioactive materials.

4. A number of activities have played an integral part in the assurance of safe operation,
such as:

- review of historical information and its application to new design ;
- application of quality assurance;
- confirmation that the design intent is translated into operational reality;
- application of modern techniques relating to safety assessment;
- qualification, training and review of operators;
- the existence of an independent regulatory presence.

These elements are important to any effective safety programme.

5. The Committee noted that the documentation on safe handling of plutonium published
many years ago is now outdated and needs to be revised because many changes
have occurred in equipment design, procedures, and standards. This publically
available information deals with only small quantities of plutonium, less than 220
gram — which is less than the minimum critical mass. This document does not cover
decommissioning and waste management. The Committee feels that these topics are
of importance even when dealing with laboratory scale quantities of plutonium and
should be publically available.

6. The Committee noted that there is a need for a document which would provide
guidance relating to large scale plutonium operations in the nuclear fuel cycle area —
processing and transporting of kilograms of plutonium and storing tonnes of
plutonium. This should include measures to ensure that the 'body of knowledge' in
this field is preserved and enhanced by operational feedback.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

During this meeting the Committee reached the following conclusions and made the
following recommendations concerning the handling of plutonium:

1. The Committee recommends that a current document on safe handling of laboratory
quantities of plutonium be prepared.

2. The Committee recommends that there should be a single focus for the distribution
of relevant information on plutonium.

3. It is recommended that advisory material on the safety of plutonium within the
nuclear fuel cycle be developed. This could include reprocessing, MOX fuel
fabrication, intermediate and long term storage, waste management and
decommissioning of plutonium facilities.

4. The Committee concluded that transportation issues are being adequately addressed
with the continuous review and revision process of transport regulations. It is
recommended that this process be utilized, should there be a need for further
regulatory and advisory material.
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SOME SAFETY ASPECTS RELATED TO
MOX FUEL FABRICATION IN BELGIUM

H. DE CANCK
DEÇA Consulting,
Belgonucléaire,
Belgium

Abstract

The demand for MOX fuel is high, leading Belgonucléaire to plan an expansion of the MOX
fabrication facility from the present annual throughput of 35 t HM to 70- 75 t HM by the end of
the century. The plutonium isotopic composition has changed over time with more 238Pu and 241Pu
arising from higher burnup fuels. Greater heat, neutron, and gamma/xray shielding problems result.
Radiation exposure protection for plant personnel is made more difficult: by stricter ICRP standards,
from increased radiation weighting factors for neutrons, by changing isotopics of plutonium loadings
in fuel. Programmes are being implemented to limit individual maximum dose to less than
20 mSv/year and to lower the mean dose to 5 mSv/year. These limits are being approached. Safety
is continuously practiced with special efforts to avoid criticality and accidents — personnel
information and training is most important.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the Belgonucléaire Mixed Oxide (MOX) Fuel Fabrication Plant, located at Dessel in
the northern part of Belgium, which started operation in 1973, several fuel fabrication
campaigns have been executed, both for thermal (LWR) reactors and for fast (breeder)
reactors.

Following the growing demand for thermal MOX fuel elements, Belgonucléaire has
adapted the production lines in the existing fabrication buildings. The production capacity
has gradually been raised from 1 t HM (HM = heavy metal)/year in 1 985 to 35 t HM/year
(= about 40 t MOX/year) at the end of 1989 (see Table I). The corresponding quantities
of treated plutonium (thermal MOX fabrication with a mean enrichment of 5-6 w/o Pu) are
respectively 50 kg Pu in 1 985 and 2000 kg Pu per year from 1 989 on.

TABLE I. BN- DESSEL PLANT PERFORMANCE

Year
Capacity
(tHM)
Actual
Production
(tHM)

1985
4

1

1986
8

6

1987
15

15

1988
25

26

1989
35

35

1990
35

37

1991
35

30

1992
35

32

1993
35

35

The planned capacity of 35 t HM/year has been reached indeed at the end of 1989
and is maintained during the following years, so that it can be stated that the
Belgonucléaire MOX Fuel Fabrication Plant has reached its "cruising speed".

However, this increased capacity of 35 t HM/year is not sufficient to absorb all the
demands. Therefore, an extension in new buildings to be erected is studied. This extension
should have again a capacity of 35-40 t HM/year, thus doubling the actual capacity.
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TABLE II. TYPICAL ISOTOPIC COMPOSITIONS 0F Pu (w/o)

Isotope

Pu-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

A

0

94.0

5.45

0.50

0.05

B
(gas-graphite

reactor)

0.05

79.0

17.0

3.5

0.45

C
(LWR)

0.5

43.1

4O.O

5.9

10.5

D
(LWR)

1.5

58.5

25.0

10.0

5.0

E
(LWR

recycled)

2.3

48.6

27.3

14.8

7.0

Taking into account the licensing procedure and construction time, a total capacity
of at least 701 HM/year should be reached before the end of the century in what is called
now the DEMOX plant (DEssel Mixed OXides).

2. OPERATING EXPERIENCE: SAFETY PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE USE OF LWR
PLUTONIUM IN MOX FUEL FABRICATION

For operational and quality reasons, in order to increase the solubility of the fuel in
pure nitric acid after irradiation in the reactor, the MIMAS-fabrication process was
introduced to replace the mechanical blending of UO2 and PuO2 powders. The
MIMAS-process is based on the Micronisation of a Masterblend.

The pure plutonium oxide powder is transported from a reprocessing plant (such as
La Hague, France, or Sellafield, UK) in leak-tight, sealed stainless steel cans packed in
suitable type B transport containers following the IAEA Safety Standards: Regulations for
the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material, Safety Series No. 6, e.g. in a transport system
FS47.

The stainless steel cylinders or stainless steel cans are stored in several PuO2/Master
blend storage rooms, awaiting introduction into the MOX fuel fabrication process area.

Since the BN MOX fuel fabrication plant was put into operation in 1 973, the isotopic
composition of the Pu handled has been subject to considerable modifications. Initially, the
Pu treated was coming from graphite-gas reactors, with typical isotopic compositions A
and B (see Table II).

Later, LWR-Pu was delivered with isotopic compositions C and mainly D. In the
future, it can be foreseen to process plutonium that has already been recycled once in a
LWR, thus generating isotopic composition E.

A typical isotopic composition of plutonium which is actually handled in MOX fuel
fabrication is shown in Table III.

The consequence of this evolution is not only that the specific neutron intensity of
the Pu has raised, but also the specific alpha-activity and the corresponding specific heat
generation. This heat source is produced by absorption of the high kinetic energy of the
alpha-particles in the material itself.

Tables II and III show that the 238Pu concentration has increased considerably. The
corresponding higher alpha-activity creates problems during manipulation and storage of
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TABLE III. TYPICAL ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION

Pu-238

Pu239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

Am-241

1.2

61.1

23.5

8.8

4.2

1.2

±

±

±

±

±

±

0.5

0.9

1.2

0.5

0.5

0.4

the materials, due to the high temperature of the articles or packages and containers to be
manipulated.

On the other hand, the n-activity coming not only from spontaneous fissions, but also
from alpha-n reactions with the oxygen present in the oxides, has increased, thus
generating higher neutron dose rates. In order to protect the personnel, more shielding is
necessary and special attention has to be paid to neutron dosimetry.

From Tables II and III it can also be seen that the 241Pu content is raised, giving a
faster growth of 241Am which has an important specific alpha-activity inducing again
n-radiation by alpha-n reactions, but which also gives rise to low energetic (59 KeV) but
intense X rays, for which an adequate shielding has to be foreseen. The 241Am content can
vary considerably in time; values situated between 10 000 and 1 5 000 ppm are normally
considered, but exceptionally peaks up to 20 000 ppm can be attained.

3. DOSE REDUCTION PROGRAMME

Taking into account the changing quality of the Pu-batches and the higher quantities
treated, BN decided early 1990 to develop a 5 year programme (1 990-1994) in order to
decrease systematically the irradiation doses to the personnel.

The aim of the programme was to limit the individual dose to maximum 20 mSv/year
and to lower the mean dose of the occupationally exposed personnel to 5 mSv/year.

Several types of actions have been considered:

SIFT: Safety Information, Formation and Training of personnel concerning radiological
protection measures;
Adaptation of working procedures;

- Avoiding, if possible, intermediate storage locations in the production lines;
Limitation of the Am content;
Replacement of old production installations by dust-free apparatus in the powder
process-steps;
Another method to reduce the radiation dose rate which is frequently used in the
powder steps of the MOX production line consists of an installation to collect dust
generated during transfers of powder (PuO2 or mixed oxide) from one installation to
another or from an installation to a transfer can or vice versa. This "dust collecting
installation", of which the principle is shown in Figure 1, creates an underpressure in
the equipment, installed inside the glove-boxes. As a consequence, this equipment
can now be considered as a 4th confinement of the radioactive material
(1 st confinement = building; 2nd confinement = hall or laboratory; 3rd confinement
= glove-box). The air, aspired from the equipment, transports the fine dust particles

13



Silo

Dust collecting unit

Vibrating tube

Transfer can

CONFINEMENTS

BUILDING

HALL

GLOVE BOX

EQUIPMENT

FIG. 1. 4th confinement principle.

to a separating unit composed of cyclones, electrostatic filters and absolute (HEPA)
filters. Consequently, the radioactive dust deposition inside the glove-box (on the
walls, piping, equipment, etc.) is considerably reduced. So, the contribution of this
glovebox to the total gamma (or X)-radiation background is also considerably lowered,
because in the case of powder handling, the gamma (or X)-dose rate is mainly a
function of the contaminated — thus radiating — surfaces;
And finally the application of more and more shielding against gamma and neutron
radiation, in order to:
• diminish as far as possible the background radiation;
• shield specifically work posts and installations where big amounts of fissile

materials are present;
• shield the unavoidable intermediate and final storage.

4. IMPACT OF THE NEW ICRP RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1. Reduction of the dose limit from 50 mSv/year to an average value of 20 mSv/year

Actually, in spite of the ongoing Dose Reduction Programme, still several operators
are receiving doses between 25 and the recommended 20 mSv/year.

It has to be noted in this context that for radiological protection purposes the practical
working limit has to be set even lower, e.g. 1 5 mSv/year, thus creating a safety margin
in order to avoid surprises caused by late arrival of the (monthly) results of the individual
dosimeters (gamma and neutron).
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FIG. 2. Radiation weighting factors for neutrons. The smoothed curve is to be treated as an
approximation.

Rotation of personnel is a possible solution, but not in all cases, due to the high
degree of specialization and skill of most of the operators. In practice, rotation is limited
to small groups of operators.

4.2. Neutron- contribution

The external dose, received by the total occupationally exposed personnel, and
averaged over the whole plant (all work posts and installations) is composed of about 2/3
coming from gamma ( + X) radiation and 1/3 from n-radiation.

If the n-contribution would be doubled (see Figure 2) as a consequence of the change
of the weighting factor for neutrons from 10 to 20 in the energy range from 100 KeV to
2 MeV,the relation gamma/n becomes 50/50 (making individual dosimetry more difficult),
but the total dose would raise to 133% of the actual value.

The higher mentioned dose limit of 20 mSv/year (or practically: 1 5 mSv/year) would
be attained more rapidly (a calculation towards actual values — with the n-weighting factor
still 10 — gives respectively 15 mSv/year and practically about 12 mSv/year!!).

4.3. Radon - contribution

Summing up of exposures received from radon and its daughter products in work
places will also diminish the effective total dose limits.

4.4. Air contamination

Following the fact that the All value (annual limit of intake) for inhalation is lowered
(for most Pu-isotopes halved from 600 Bq to 300 Bq), the installed air monitoring
installation in the work places has to be adapted.
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The routine biological controls of the personnel by e.g. urine-analysis — which was
already questionable for insoluble PuO2 — has to be reviewed completely, probably in
combination with a highly sophisticated air monitoring installation, in order to demonstrate
that nobody has incorporated more than the new All-value (or even a fraction of it!}.

4.5. Conclusions

Taking into account the before mentioned considerations on the impact of the new
ICRP recommendations, it is clear that in an existing installation, such as a bulk handling
MOX fuel fabrication plant, the attainment of the target of these recommendations will
require serious efforts and investments (as well concerning the installations as concerning
personnel), such as: adaptation of working procedures; adaptation of production
installations; formation of actual and new personnel; extensive supplementary shielding;
extension and refinement of air monitoring installations.

Secondly, it is also evident that the new ICRP recommendations cannot suddenly be
met, but that it takes several years to move from the actual situation towards the new
requirements.

Thirdly, it has to be remarked that, as a consequence of the new tendency to raise
the Pu-content in the fuel rods (e.g. from 5 to 10 w/o), more Pu will be treated for the
same MOX capacity, e.g. 4 t Pu/year instead of 2 t/year. This higher throughput of Pu of
lesser and lesser quality (see Figures 3 and 4) will also give rise to more and more radiation
protection problems.
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5. PROTECTION AGAINST CONTAMINATION

In principle, plutonium particles can enter the body by inhalation, by swallowing or
through damaged skin. The subsequent rate and mode of distribution in the body depends
on the chemical nature and physical form.

Some particles may reach the deeper parts of the lungs and some may be deposited
in bone and the liver through the blood stream; such deposited material will be removed
naturally with biological half lives, varying with the location and the form of the plutonium,
and ranging from several weeks to many years.

Uptake of plutonium by workers has to be avoided, so that the high energetic
alpha-particles cannot execute their destructive action in the body-tissues.

To protect the personnel against the most probable way of intake in a MOX fuel
fabrication plant, namely inhalation of an aerosol of fine PuO2 or MOX-particles, a series
of safety measures are taken.

6. PREVENTION OF A CRITICALITY ACCIDENT

6.1. Critical parameters

Before starting manipulations with fissile materials, a safety study is executed in order
to determine the critical mass, the safe mass and the safe storage geometry.

Therefore a series of parameters are taken into account, such as:

density of the materials {UO2, PuO2, MOX);
concentration of 235U in UO2 and concentration of Pu in the mixture;
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water- and moderator content of the oxides;
isotopic composition of the plutonium;
accounting for intermediate stadia during blending;
geometrical configuration and exclusion of "double batching";
use of neutron absorbing materials;
stability in geometric storage;
accounting for interstitial moderation during storage of fuel rods and fuel elements;
utilization of the most adequate calculation programmes.

The critical parameters are calculated on the basis of keff = 1, taking into account all
moderation situations that can occur during the manipulations.

6.2. Safety coefficients

The following safety coefficients are applied:

Mass 0.43

Volume 0.75

Diameter 0.85

Slab 0.75

Concentration 0.85

6.3. Work units

The Belgonucléaire MOX fuel fabrication plant is considered, for safeguards purposes,
as one material balance area (MBA), for which a global accountancy is kept.

Mainly for criticality control reasons, the whole plant is subdivided into a large number
of so-called "work units" (WU). This network of work units, for which individual
accountancy files are kept, forms the basis of the global accountancy system which serves
for criticality control as well as for safeguards purposes.

A WU is the smallest entity where within fixed boundaries, the nuclear material can
be moved freely without any restrictions, taking into account certain rules imposed for the
respective units.

A WU can be a hall or laboratory, one or several interconnected glove-boxes, a
storage vault, a safe, a transport container, etc.

Due to the fact that most of the work units are not geometrically "ever safe", the
criticality control is based on a mass control. Therefore a "maximum allowed quantity"
(MAQ) is fixed for each work unit, taking into account the characteristics of the nuclear
material, the absence or presence of moderators,etc. (see Section 6.1).

Every movement of nuclear material between two WU's is submitted to a preliminary
control for criticality reasons, effectuated by a computer system. When the transfer of the
nuclear material is authorized, immediately the records of the two WUs involved are
updated by means of this computer system. The records contain not only the quantities
of the nuclear materials in the WUs, but also all data necessary for nuclear material
accountancy (Safeguards).

18



As a general rule a transfer of nuclear material (e.g. expeditions, receptions, transfers
between WUs) can only take place when: - there is a written and signed agreement
between the shipper (who is responsible for the shipping WU), the receiver (who is
responsible for the receiving WU) and a third party, the Controller of Special nuclear
Material (CSM - a Safeguards agent having access to the nuclear accountancy system by
means of a terminal and a password); - the transfer is properly booked in the accountancy,
which means that the accounts of the WUs involved are credited or debited; - for criticality
prevention the MAQ for the WUs are not trespassed.

At any moment, this real-time nuclear material accountancy system can produce a
complete inventory of all nuclear material in the plant with its localization, quantity, quality,
material description, measuring code, etc.

6.4. External accidents

Impact of various types of aircraft on the plant buildings;
Earthquakes;
Floods;
Wind, storm, tornados, etc.
Explosions, possibly due to:

storage of inflammable products on-site;
transport of inflammable products in the vicinity;
natural gas pipelines in the vicinity;
transport of explosives by ships, railways or public roads;

Fires, due to following incidents:
forest or bush fires in the vicinity;
fuel tank leaks or leak during transport of such fuels on-site;
leak from storage drums containing combustible products;
aircraft crash on the site.

7. CONCLUSION

In order to assure the safe exploitation of a MOX fuel fabrication plant, a broad
spectrum of safety conditions and installations have to be thoroughly studied.

Besides these technical aspects, a very important point, certainly not to be neglected,
is the continuous information, formation and training of the personnel.
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SAFETY PRINCIPLES FOR PLUTONIUM
FACILITIES IN FRANCE

J.P. MERCIER
Institut de protection et de sûreté nucléaire,
Commissariat à l'énergie atomique,
Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

Abstract

Safety problems specific to the use of plutonium arise as a result of the radiotoxicity of the
majority of its isotopes and their fissile nature. Depending upon the amount of fissile isotopes (239Pu
and 241Pu), of a emitters with a high activity per unit mass (238Pu), and of isotopes with y emitters
as daughter products (241Am), special equipment and operating modes will be necessary for the use
of plutonium. Measures intended to ensure safety during normal operations are homogeneous with
those now adopted in the fuel cycle and particularly in the reprocessing facilities: - protection from
ionizing radiation by the emplacement of special shields; special attention is paid to protection from
neutrons, - confinement of radioactive material by the implementation of several containment
systems, each comprising one or more barriers, - limitation of the production and activity of liquid
effluent by decontaminating and recycling fissile material, - limitation of the production of solid
radioactive waste containing a emitters, limitation of their specific activity, use of appropriate
packaging. As far as accident mitigation is concerned, the safety of the facilities is based on the
'defence-in-depth' concept: prevent the occurrence of events which might initiate incidents through
the high quality of design, construction and control of processes, and to prevent accidents by
limiting the probability of their occurring and the vulnerability of installations, as well as limiting
consequences by remedial measures. In the case of facilities using plutonium and fissile materials,
safety is particularly based on mitigating the risk of criticality. With regard to the other risks, it is
essential to avoid initiating events which could lead to the dispersion of fissile material into the
facilities and the environment, whether these: - are process-related, risks of overheating owing to
the specific energy of the plutonium, risks of explosion owing to the reutilizes hydrogen or to the
presence of plutonium with a valency of VI, risks of explosion owing to uncontrolled redox reactions
in extraction of concentration cycles etc; - originate from the shop, handling, dropping a load,
corrosion, mechanical or electrical failures etc. (fire, however, remains the main vector for
disseminating radioactive products. Specific attention is paid to mitigating this risk); - originate
from outside, the facilities should be hardened with regard to any events originating from outside
the plant which could compromise the confinement of radioactive materials, seismic risks, risks
arising from dangerous industrial installations, risks from aircraft, etc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recovering plutonium from reprocessing of irradiated fuel has been an industrial activi-
ty for thirty-five years in France: the first large reprocessing plant, UP, started activity back
in 1958 on the Marcel site in the South of France.

Based on experience gained from the Marcel plant, in the sixties, a second plant UP2
has been built at La Hague.

Plant UP3-A (800 tonnes of reprocessed fuel per year) was commissioned by stages
between 1989 and 1990. For at least 10 years, it will be devoted entirely to reprocess UO2

fuel assemblies belonging to foreign electricity companies.

The extension of the existing plant UP (400 tonnes per year) to UP-800 (800 tonnes
per year in 1993) will be put into service at the beginning of 1994.
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French experience of the fabrication of plutonium-based nuclear fuels is also very im-
portant: as early as the sixties, the Cadarache plutonium technology facility (ATPu) began
producing the first fuels of this type.

Based on experience gained from ATPu, the MELOX plant, designed for the
fabrication of 11 5 tonnes of mixed uranium and plutonium oxide (MOX) fuels, is now under
construction and is planned to be commissioned in 1994.

This paper describes some of the main features of safety principles applicable in the
French plutonium facilities.

2. MAIN SAFETY PRINCIPLES

2.1. General safety principles

A nuclear facility can be considered to be safe if the arrangements taken in its design,
construction, operation and decommissioning make it possible to ensure:

protection of workers and members of the public from ionizing radiation during normal
operation,
prevention of accidents and mitigation of their consequences.

It is therefore necessary that each facility be designed, built and operated in such a
manner that :

- the conditions characterizing the normal operating domain of the facility are main-
tained,
any excursions outside this domain can be controlled.

The safety assessment of nuclear facilities is based upon three complementary ap-
proaches:

compliance with the rules and regulations of the profession,
analysis of the potential risks, performed using deterministic methods or probabilistic
methods (when the reliability data allow sufficiently accurate calculations to be
made),
review of experience feedback.

2.2. Safety principles for plutonium facilities

Safety problems specific to the use of plutonium arise as a result of the radiotoxicity
of the majority of its isotopes and their fissile nature. This radiotoxicity is basically due to
a high quality factor alpha emission combined with a long biological half-life and also,
depending on the quality of material used, the emission of fission neutrons, reactions
(alpha, n) in the presence of light materials, and gamma emission depending on the
descendants.

Depending upon the amount of fissile isotopes (239Pu and 241Pu), of alpha emitters
with a high activity per unit mass (238Pu), and of isotopes with gamma emitters as daughter
products (241Am), special equipment and operating modes will be necessary for the use of
plutonium.

Measures intended to ensure safety during normal operations are homogeneous with
those adopted in the fuel cycle and particularly in the reprocessing facilities :
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protection from ionizing radiation by the use of special shields; special attention is
paid to protection from neutrons (use of hydrogen-rich substances),
confinement of radioactive material by the implementation of several static con-
tainment systems, each comprising one or more barriers; these systems are all
supplemented by ventilation systems which provide dynamic containment by circu-
lating air from the less contaminated zones to the most contaminated ones. The air
extracted is filtered through multi-stage HEPA filters before being released into the
atmosphere,

- limitation of the production and radioactivity of liquid effluent by decontaminating and
recycling fissile material,
limitation of the production of solid radioactive waste containing alpha emitters,
limitation of their specific radioactivity, use of appropriate packaging.

In the case of facilities using plutonium, these devices must offer a level of perfor-
mance which meets the very low levels required by the annual limit for incorporation of the
plutonium mixtures used, and be able to confine the processed materials (corrosive
aqueous solutions, flammable solvents and powders with low-particle size). More
specifically, the following systems and parameters must be at optimum levels:

leaktightness of containment barriers,
quality and reliability of ventilation systems,
location and efficiency of filters,

- redundancy and reliability of surveillance devices for use in normal operating
conditions and of systems to check the amount of activity released.

As far as accident mitigation is concerned, the safety of the shops is based on the
'defence-in-depth' concept: prevent the occurrence of events which might initiate incidents
through the high quality of design, construction and control of processes, and to prevent
accidents by limiting the probability of their occurring and the vulnerability of installations,
as well as limiting consequences by remedial measures.

In the case of facilities using plutonium and fissile materials, safety is particularly
based on mitigating the risk of criticality. Depending upon the physical and chemical
characteristics of the materials present, risk mitigation will be based on :

limiting the mass of fissile material associated with specific conditions for neutron
moderation; this method is primarily used in workshops using dry fissile material,
controlling criticality by the dimensions of apparatus; fissile environments remain sub-
critical for the physical-chemical form of fissile materials used in the unit in question,

- checking the concentration of fissile materials for units using fissile materials in solu-
tion.

Finally, these methods are supplemented, when necessary, by the use of neutron
absorbers. In all cases, mitigating the risk of criticality is in principle based on the design
and operation of installations in such a manner that a single failure does not entail a risk
of criticality (accidental alteration of dimensions, leaks, accumulations of fissile materials
by precipitation, incidental transfer to unsafe dimensions, etc.).

With regard to the other risks, it is essential to avoid initiating events which could
lead to the dispersion of fissile material into the facilities and the environment, whether
these:

are process-related: risks of overheating owing to the specific energy of the plutoni-
um, risks of explosion owing to the reutilizes hydrogen or to the presence of
plutonium with a valency of VI, risks of explosion owing to uncontrolled redox
reactions in extraction or concentration cycles, etc.;
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originate from the facility: handling, dropping a load, corrosion, mechanical or electri-
cal failures, etc.;

Fire, however, remains the main vector for disseminating radioactive products.
Specific attention is paid to mitigating this risk, in the light of the aggravating factors
present in these facilities: the use of large amounts of solvents, of powdered
substances, and the high radiotoxicity of the isotope mixtures used. For the most
exposed facilities, a range of measures are normally taken, including the breakdown
of units into fire and containment sectors, the installation of an automatic fire
detection system and the presence of fixed fire fighting equipment.

originate from outside: the facilities should be hardened with regard to any events
originating from outside the plant which could compromise the confinement of
radioactive materials: seismic risks, risks arising from dangerous industrial instal-
lations, risks from aircraft, etc.

3. EXAMPLE OF PLUTONIUM INTERIM STORAGE FACILITY BS1

For plutonium storage building BSI of plant UP3-A, the most significant risks in terms
of safety are the following :

Risk of a critical excursion

The risk of a critical excursion is prevented essentially by determining and maintaining
the container network spacing and by the arrangements made to guarantee that water
cannot penetrate the containers in the event of flooding.

Risks due to reutilizes

Allowance for the risks due to reutilizes have resulted in limiting the quantity of
matter liable to reutilizes and designing the jackets and containers so that their resistance
to pressure is assured.

Risks associated with the release of heat

Allowance for the risks associated with the release of heat has resulted in designing
the containers so that in the event of self-heating (due to loss of ventilation of the storage
facility), their integrity is guaranteed for temperatures of up to 250 °C for the containers,
the air extraction network being designed for an ambient air temperature at the ventilation
return of 120°C.

These design basis properties of the containers make it possible to withstand loss of
cooling for 7 hours with the storage facility filled with plutonium containers ten years old.
The probability of such a failure has been estimated to be less than 10~7 per year for the
whole storage.

Dropping of loads

Allowance for the risk of dropping of loads has resulted in the arrangements being
taken (improve reliability of the lifting system of the handling equipment and designing
certain lifting gear to withstand earthquakes) which makes it possible to attribute a
probability of less than 10"7 per year to such accidents.
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Furthermore, plutonium dioxide storage container drop tests have been carried out;
these tests have made it possible to demonstrate that the container and its jacket remain
leaktight after a 6.3 m drop.

Earthquake

Allowance for the seismic risk has resulted in designing the civil engineering part of
the workshop, the storage structures, the storage pit ventilation network and the safeguard
electrical power supplies to withstand a safe shutdown earthquake.

Loss of electrical power supplies

In the event of loss of the main EDF electrical power supply and the self-contained
standby power plant, cooling of the storage pits can be re-established within sufficient time
by the safeguard electric generating sets enabling the following intakes to be supplied:

• the air intake de-icing grilles,
• the bypass registers of the air supply plant,
• the extraction fans,
• the instrumentation and control of the fallback room.

Flooding risk

Risk of flooding of the workshop has been taken into account by installing a drain
system around the workshop; in addition, in the event of flooding, the water entering the
building would be removed by lift pumps connected to the safeguard electrical power sup-
ply.

4. EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK FROM PLUTONIUM FACILITIES IN FRANCE

4.1. Radiation exposure results

Experience shows that:

methods for calculating shielding equipment used at the design stage include large
safety margins,
the exposure of the personnel decreases from year to year as a result of the introduc-
tion of improvements into the methods of UP plant operation (plutonium facility
MAPu). Improvements of the same nature were introduced into the operation of
UP3-A plant (plutonium facility T4); in addition, other innovations which make
maintenance and repair operations easier have also been introduced.

The legal limits for the equivalent whole body dose of staff working in an ionizing
environment have been fixed at 50 mSv/year. At the present time (1992-1 993), there is
no dose exceeding 1 /10 of this limit and the average annual dose per staff member for the
La Hague establishment is approximately 0.5 mSv for the whole organism (0.05 rem).
These value concerns all of the staff monitored by the Radiological Protection Service (in-
cluding the staff of non-COGEMA companies) and cover all of the activity of the establish-
ment, including the parts where dismantling is taking place. The values for the operation
itself are therefore lower than the values shown above.
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4.2. Experience relating to the containment barriers

The first barrier is composed of the equipment of the process (piping, instruments,
etc.) and of any systems directly associated with these (in particular the vents of
equipment). The process installations for gases from this equipment form an integral part
of this barrier. The integrity of this first barrier is subjected to special surveillance. The
principal means provided in the context of this surveillance are the following:

high level alarm and means of taking samples in the drip-trays sumps,
arrangements for introducing endoscopes and cameras into certain cells,
means of flushing the drip-trays and verifying, by sample taking, the level of con-
tamination after flushing,
checking the radioactivity of heat transfer fluids,
surveillance of the level of contamination of the air extracted from the space adjacent
to the first barrier,
continuous surveillance of the gaseous effluent.

The second barrier is made up by the walls of the red area and the associated devices
(in particular ventilation and protection against alpha, beta, gamma and neutron radiation),
which contribute to ensuring protection against radiation, and also to the containment of
the radioactivity whenever the integrity of the first barrier is no longer certain. The integrity
of this second barrier is also afforded with special monitoring.

To these two containment systems is also added, mainly for the purpose of
surveillance and of limiting the consequences of incidents on the environment, a system
surrounding the whole plant, which amounts to the general surveillance of the site.

The confinement system installed at the UP plant has proved its worth, even with the
ventilation halted (including one during more than one day in 1980), since all of the rare
contamination incidents which did arise were easily controlled.

The system of barriers installed in the new installations takes into account particularly
the experience gained on the UP plant, by effecting an improvement in particular by the
complete separation of the gaseous effluent from the process and by the ventilation of the
buildings.

On the new plants, no significant contamination incident was detected, in spite of
several unplanned halts of the ventilation system.

4.3. The importance of safety experience feedback: Safety improvements

The lessons drawn from these various incidents have enabled major insights, and
have resulted in corrective action to further reduce their frequency and consequences.

In general, a considerable effort has been made to incorporate the experience from
the UP plant in the design of the UP3-A and UP-800 plants, in particular by the setting-up
of working groups (consisting of the main contractor, the operator, the sponsor of the
process, the engineers) to reflect on themes related to quality of the process and safety.

Improvements in the safety assessment of new reprocessing plants (UP3-A and
UP-800) arose from having set the highest safety standards for these plants, with the use
of high technology, some of it specific to the reprocessing field, but much involving other
sophisticated technologies such as computers, electronics, new maintenance concepts, ad-
vanced mechanics.
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As examples of feedback from safety experience, the principal improvements relate
to the following fields:

- The reliability of electrical power supplies is set to a very high level, so that an
incident such as the power blackout of plant UP that lasted several hours on 15th

April 1 980 is now more unlikely.

Functioning takes place under remote control (from a centralized control room in the
case of plant UP3-A). This sophisticated control system allows to supervise all the
events occurring in the plant and to take the remedial actions as required by the
situation. Only some locally controlled operations still exist in lightly-exposed areas
(such as preparation of new packages for waste).

Sampling during normal operation is carried out using automatic devices, with no
break in the confinement or protection against radiation.

The organization of confinement of radioactive materials and of ventilation networks
is improved:

• more rigorous continuity of primary containment,
• complete separation of ventilation arrangements for equipment, in the primary

containment system and the second system.

In the packaging of plutonium oxide, aluminium boxes enveloped in vinyl polychloride
are replaced by welded stainless steel casings, which is a more reliable solution.

More effective radiological surveillance devices are used.

Maintenance operations can be carried out under normal conditions, i.e. without
exceeding the exposure limits of the zone involved, due to:
• the thorough preparation of operations in radioactive environment for maintenance

and repair,
• modular design enabling the defective standard equipment (pumps, valves, stirrers

and probes of mixer-settlers, shielded filters, parts of sampling benches, ejector
nozzles) and the waste removal bins to be replaced and removed directly to zone 3
{yellow area) without loss of confinement and with protection against radiation by
means of mobile equipment replacement casks (MERC).

Reduced average exposure of staff and reduced releases of liquid and gaseous
effluent demonstrate the effectiveness of this safety feedback.

A great step forward has been made in the design, construction and operation of
UP3-A plant, which can be considered as the most advanced reprocessing plant actually
existing. The experience feedback will naturally continue to be used with a view to further
improving the safety of the operation.

In order to meet the need for reprocessing of Electricité de France (EOF) fuel in the
future, COGEMA has decided to increase the nominal annual capacity of the UP plant to
800 tonnes. The UP-800 plant will still make use of some of the older units for uranium
and plutonium purification (MAU, MAPu), as these units were capable of such high
throughput. They will be replaced by a new workshop (R4) at the beginning of the 21st
century.

For the design, manufacture and commissioning of the new plutonium unit R4 of the
UP-800 plant, feedback is used very widely, in particular that acquired recently during the
operation of the T4 plutonium facility of UP3-A plant.
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5. CONCLUSION

In France, the plutonium facilities in operation or under construction are relying on a
very extensive experience accumulated over the past 35 years. Feedback is considered to
be very important in the design, the surveillance and the control of the process, with a
view to the continuous improvement of safety.

Reduced average exposure of staff and reduced releases of liquid and gaseous
effluent demonstrate the effectiveness of this safety feedback.

In the next few years, safety issues will centre around:

the assessment of the safety of the new plutonium facility R4 of plant UP-800,
the assessment of the safety of the new MOX fuel fabrication plant MELOX,
the future of the older plutonium installations,
the monitoring of the plants operation from the safety viewpoint, which must be
continued (incidents, dosimetry balances, radioactive effluent and waste production
balances, and quality of operation).
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Abstract

This paper introduces the principles and rules applied currently in France for design and
construction of the part of reprocessing plant where plutonium is handled. The following fields are
reviewed: - containment consists in successive barriers between radioactive materials, workers and
environment. Their efficiency is continuously monitored; -ventilation of process equipment and
surrounding cells and rooms: contaminated gas release is prevented by a keeping a negative
pressure cascade and by appropriate gas treatment; these treatments are defined according to
family classification corresponding to level of contamination risk; - radiation control: plant is zoned
in view of protection against radiation. Monitoring system enables to evaluate the exposure level
of personnel and to control their environment; - criticality: safety analysis has to demonstrate that
criticality cannot result of a single failure. In most of the case, criticality safety is ensured by
geometry; -fire risks are minimized by prevention (choice of equipment and operating conditions),
by early detection system and automatic extinction system and by protection such as specific room
classification and implementation of fire breaks; - specific analysis and subsequent measures are
taken to prevent explosion risks linked for instance to use of solvent, or presence of hydrogen due
to radiolysis; - cooling of high concentrated Pu solution and equipment containing Pu02is provided;
- solid and liquid wastes: their production is minimized thanks to an appropriate wastes
management and to efficient decontamination processes. The application of these rules to the new
Pu facilities of La Hague allows to ensure safety of operation, efficiency of the process, significant
reduction of dose rate to personnel and decrease of volume of wastes to be stored and of effluents
discharged to the environment.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear installations are designed and constructed not only in compliance with the
applicable standards and codes specified in legal texts, but also taking into account of own
design and construction rules.

The paper presents the principles and rules presently applied in France for the design
of facilities where plutonium is processed or stored. It deals with the part of reprocessing
plant located after separation of plutonium from uranium and from the bulk of fission
products, and up to storage of plutonium oxide. Further steps such as fabrication of MOX
fuels are out of scope of this paper. This paper is divided in two main parts owing to basic
principles and main design rules.

2. BASIC PRINCIPLES

2.1. Containment

2.1.1. Definition and concept

Containment function means the function which restricts the expansion of radioactive
material within a limited area and with controls appropriately the release of radioactive
materials into the surrounding environment in order to keep, as low as reasonably
achievable, the quantity of radioactive release into the surrounding environment or facilities
where normal work is conducted.
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In practice, the containment function is achieved by means of containment facilities
with consists of containment barriers, ventilation system, filtering units and containment
monitoring.

2.1.2. Containment facilities classification

Containment facilities are classified into three categories, defined as follows:

2.1.2.1. Primary containment

The primary containment is designed to provide the containment of radioactive
material as total and as close as possible.

The utmost importance is attached at the design to the integrity and to the quality of
the primary containment.

The primary containment consists of process equipment (piping, vessels, etc.), casing
covers (for equipment handling radioactive materials powder) as well as associated
equipment (off-gas collecting and treatment system) which completes the radioactive
material containment.

When an equipment is liable to cause discontinuity of the primary containment, an
associated, sufficiently available system will be provided to recreate the equivalent of a
continuous containment.

2.1.2.2. Secondary containment

The secondary containment is constituted by the cell walls, the faces of the glove
boxes and associated systems (ventilation, drip trays, etc.) which provide the radioactive
material containment when the primary containment is exceptionally not provided.

2.1.2.3. Tertiary containment

The tertiary containment is constituted by the building and the associated systems
(building ventilation network provided with as least one filter at exhaust) which would
provide an additional radioactive material containment before release to the surrounding
environment.

Generally, rooms located around cells constitute the tertiary containment, as well as
the airlocks which control their access and the ventilation which provides negative pressure
cascade between building exterior and the secondary containment (dynamic containment).

2.1.3. Control of integrity of containment

At least one containment facility between radioactive material and workers (or
surrounding environment) will be monitored so as to detect a leakage of radioactive
material.

As far as possible, the containment of radioactive materials will be monitored at the
nearest location from the possible emitting source (here "emitting source" means "leakage
location" for instance).

As far as possible the containment facilities monitoring will use the radiation control
facilities implemented for the protection of workers.
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2.2. Ventilation

The ventilation design will take into account the following concepts:

- Most of the process equipment includes welded vessels constituting a tight primary
containment preventing contamination of cells in which this equipment is installed.

Other equipment, the primary containment of which is not complete (mechanical
apparatus requiring maintenance), is installed in cells which might be contaminated.

In most cases, the equipment is connected to vessel ventilation system which is
distinctly separated from cell and building ventilation installations.

As part of the secondary containment, cell ventilation must contain radioactivity as
near as possible the emitting source.

Building ventilation is part of the tertiary containment for personnel and environment,
and must perform its functions without inducing additional risks (as back cycling,
dust accumulation, etc.).

2.3. Radiation control

The exposure of personnel in the facilities under normal conditions will be as low as
practicable considering the design limits including the legally stipulated standard.

The system will be designed so that the exposure level can be accurately evaluated.
That is:

The facilities and equipment in the plant will be zoned in view of the personnel
radiation protection, considering personnel workability, radiation level and possible
contamination.

The facilities will be constructed so that the execution for the proper radiation control,
individual exposure control, personnel access control and article access control will
be provided together with the necessary equipment for these controls.

- Monitoring systems and measuring equipment for the purpose to monitor and control
the working environment of workers will be installed with respect to the radiation
dose rate and radioactive material concentration in the air. Alarm systems will be
designed for an abnormal rise of radiation dose rate and radioactive material
contamination in the air. It will also be possible to centrally monitor the principal
information from the monitoring and alarm system at an appropriate location.

2.4. Criticality

Criticality safety is taken into account at every stage of the design and close co-
operation with criticality safety specialist is pursued during operation.

As a general rule, the following principle is used as a minimum basis for the analysis
or criticality hazard:

A single anomaly, as a component failure, a function failure, a human error
(instruction not respected for instance), an accidental situation (fire for instance), etc.
must not give rise to a criticality accident.
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If a criticality accident may occur because of simultaneous occurrence of two
anomalies, it must be shown that:

• the two anomalies are strictly independent,
• the probability of occurrence of both anomalies is low enough,
• each anomaly can be detected with suitable and reliable means within time that

allows countermeasures to be taken.

Consequently on all equipment containing plutonium in normal operation, criticality
safety is ensured by geometry.

Transfer from geometrically controlled area to non-geometrically controlled area is
allowed only after analysis of the composition of material to be transferred.

2.5. Other risks

2.5.7. Fire

Fire risks are taken into account by prevention, detection and protection against
consequences.

Based on safety analysis, it must be shown that a fire can result only of at least two
independent events.

A specific attention is paid to solvent fire and associated nuclear risk.

2.5.2. Explosion

Main risk of explosion are linked to the use of solvent and diluent, to the use of
hydrazine and to the generation of hydrogen by radiolysis.

Specific safety analysis are performed to determine appropriate prevention, detection
and provisions against consequences.

2.5.3. Decay heat removal

Decay heat removal systems are designed to reliably maintain self-heating materials
below appropriate temperature in order to:

Keep the primary containment barrier under safe condition.
Keep radiological consequences of postulated abnormal conditions below acceptable
limits.

As a principle cooling is performed by circulation of cooling liquid in case of solution
with high concentration of plutonium, and by circulation or air for cooling of equipment
containing Pu02.

2.6. Wastes and effluent

Discharge to environment is minimized through appropriate treatment of gaseous
wastes and by management and treatment of liquid effluent.

Use of reliable mechanical equipment limits the production of technological wastes,
and appropriate treatment of other wastes lead to minimization of volume to be sent to
final disposal.
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3. DESIGN RULES

3.1. Containment

3.1.1. Containment facilities arrangement

Primary containment is included in secondary containment which is included in the
tertiary containment.

Each containment facility is physically separated from another one by a space which
can be monitored.

The above "space" is constituted by the inside of either secondary containment
facilities (inside a cell) or tertiary containment facilities (inside of a building room, etc.).

3.1.2. Containment facilities genera! features

Each containment facility is safely designed and set up individually or in combination
with other facilities according to the physical phase (gas, liquid, solid) and the quantity of
radioactive materials to contain. Table I shows some examples of containment facilities.

TABLE I. EXAMPLES OF CONTAINMENT FACILITIES

CLASS

Primary containment

Secondary containment

Tertiary containment

GAS

Equipment, Piping,
Vessel, Vessel ventila-

tion system

Cell, Cell ventilation
system

Building, Building venti-
lation system

LIQUID

Equipment, Piping,
Vessel

Cell, Cell lining. Sam-
pling bench

Building

SOLID

Equipment, Piping,
Vessel

Glove box, Cell

Building

3.1.3. Discontinuity of containment

We will just examine here the case of primary containment.

3.1.3.1. Discontinuities of the primary containment

Piping emerging from process equipment constitutes an extension of the primary
containment. This applies, for instance to compressed air, steam, vacuum, nitrogen,
ventilation air, liquid reagent piping. Complementary filters, seals, casings, hydraulic seals,
air flow directed inside the process equipment (dynamic containment) will complete the
efficiency of the primary containment.

Process equipment including certain mobile parts also presents primary containment
discontinuities. In those equipment radioactive materials containment will be made by
auxiliary devices such as seals, casing and covers, hydraulic seals, air current directed
inside the equipment to complete the efficiency of the primary containment.
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3.1.3.2. Primary containment crossing operations

Primary containment may be crossed or removed for:

introducing material into process equipment and evacuating process products and by-
product (in operating);
replacing equipment components (worn-out parts).

In order to prevent expansion of radioactive material during those crossing operations
following provisions will be made:

As far as possible, attempts should be made to restore the containment continuity as
near as possible to the equipment during crossing.

However, in order to remove and replace certain worn-out parts or replace certain
equipment components, it is necessary to open a part of the primary containment. In this
case, some examples of measures taken to limit radioactive material dissemination in
process cell are given hereunder:

provide dynamic containment by the use of suitably directed air currents or, by an air
sheet,
rinse equipment and especially worn-out parts before dismounting.

The use of special maintenance devices (such as MERC) for numerous equipment
(pumps, valves, etc.), reduces the risk of radioactive material expansion during
maintenance operations.

Maintenance operations may be carried out:

- inside the process cell, which involves evacuating the dismounted parts by crossing
the secondary containment,
or in a maintenance cell which is placed in communication with the process cell, in
which case the dismounted parts transit through this maintenance cell before
evacuation (this last case applies mainly to mechanical process cells).

3.1.4. Containment monitoring

3.1.4.1. Primary containment monitoring

Chemical process equipment (welded equipment)

Every part of the primary containment will be controlled by at least one of the
following means:

Control of good operating parameters of equipment such as:

• temperature (corrosion)
• pressure (operating anomalies)
• low level (leaks)
• high level (overflow)
• control of negative pressure in vessel ventilation,

Detection of primary containment leak either way:

• direct or indirect visual observation during inspections
• detection of radioactive material in the cell (liquid in drip-trays)
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• contamination monitoring of the exhaust air
• detection of radioactive material in the cooling or heating networks.

Mechanical process equipment

Mechanical process equipment or unwelded chemical equipment (containing liquid,
gaseous or powder radioactive material) may have a limited tightness. Complementary
devices (air current, etc.) will be implemented so as to reduce the leaks of radioactive
material.

Because of possibilities of release of radioactive material during maintenance
operations the level of permanent contamination inside the glove boxes or cells where such
equipment are implemented is supposed to be high in normal operation, so that other
monitoring of the primary containment is not necessary.

Moreover those equipment will be implemented inside glove boxes or cells provided
with means (filters, drip-trays, etc.) to limit the expansion of radioactive material outside
the glove box or cell.

Therefore the monitoring will be shifted to the monitoring of the secondary
containment facilities.

Activity on filters of exhaust ventilation will be monitored so as to detect important
abnormalities (abnormal rise in activity).

3.1.4.2. Secondary containment monitoring

Chemical process equipment containing cells

Since there is a close monitoring of the primary containment facilities, in principle,
there is no special and devoted monitoring of the secondary containment facilities.

Mechanical process equipment containing cells

The secondary containment facilities are indirectly monitored through the monitoring
(air contamination, dose equivalent rate monitoring, etc.) of working areas located around
the secondary containment.

Special attention will be paid to crossing devices which could present a risk of
radioactive material dissemination.

3.1.4.3. Tertiary containment monitoring

Gas
Before release to the environment through the first and second category stacks, air

will be monitored so as to monitor the amount of released radioactive material.

Liquid
Before release of liquid wastes, monitoring of radioactive material will be performed.

3.2. Ventilation

3.2.1. Process off-gas ventilation

Off-gas exhausted from all vessels and equipment containing active liquid or solids
must be treated (for decontamination) before release to the surrounding environment. Note
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that the word "decontamination" does not include filtration by building ventilation exhaust
system.

The vessel off-gas treatment will be selected case by case according to the chemical
or contamination risks involved, and will include, at least, one stage of ultra high efficiency
filters.

The off-gas networks will be designed in order to minimize the risks of contamination
transfer from an active vessel to a very low active or non-active one.

The vessel ventilation system includes:

• collection of off-gas from vessels and equipment,
• treatment of off-gas (process unit),
• filtering and release.

VESSEL TREATMENT STACK

2 filtering stages

UHEF

Two filtering stages (ultra high efficiency filters) will be provided on exhaust.
Provisions will be made so as to prevent, as far as possible, incidental over pressures in
vessel ventilation in case of loss of normal power.

After filtering, off-gas will be sent to the 1st category stack.

3.2.2. Cell and building ventilation systems

The ventilation system will be, as far as possible, independent for each building.

The building and cell ventilation systems will be classified into four systems groups
such as Family I to Family IV depending on the risk of contamination.

The cell ventilation system only is described hereafter:

The main purpose of cells ventilation is to maintain these cells on negative pressure
with respect to adjoining rooms, in order to ensure dynamic containment and to draw
radioactive material towards filters.

Therefore negative pressure will be maintained in each cell with respect to rooms with
lower containment class. Access will be provided through airlocks. Simultaneous openings
of the doors of airlocks will be prevented by suitable locking.

According to the quality of the primary containment and to the risk of radioactive
material spreading through the primary containment, different levels of contamination
hazard have been chosen. Each level of contamination hazard corresponds to a given
ventilation family.

As permanent contamination level in cells may be nil to high, three ventilation families
are defined.
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To these ventilation families correspond ventilation networks with one to three
filtering stages (ultra high efficiency filters). The number of filters and the design of each
ventilation network are linked to the foreseen contamination level in each cell, in order to
prevent, as much as possible, abnormal accumulations of radioactive material in ducts
(such accumulation leads to irradiation).

Accordingly, three ventilation families are defined.

3.2.2.1. Family II

Extremely low permanent atmospheric contamination.

Occasional or accidental contamination hazard is extremely low (i.e.: contamination
probability is extremely low).

Contamination level is estimated by taking into account the failure considered as
being the less improbable: corrosion. In the early stages, corrosion is slowly
developing and may only give rise to very small leaks.

Accordingly, only one filtering stage (UHEF) is provided at exhaust.

This family comprises cells whose most of equipment is fully welded. This equipment
has a low probability of failure (corrosion) and permanent atmospheric contamination
is very low.

3.2.2.2. Family III

Low permanent atmospheric contamination.

High occasional contamination.

Accordingly, 2 filtering stages (UHEF) are required at exhaust and 1 filtering stage is
required at supply (one UHEF filter as close as possible to the cell in case of transfer
or one HEF filter in supply station for blowing if direct blowing is inevitable). One of
the exhaust filtering stage may be in the filtering station.

In case of transfer :

as close as possible 1 st level 2nd level

1 Filter
UHEF

1 Filter 1 Filter
UHEF UHEF

Rltering station

This family concerns cells in with maintenance operations entailing dismounting of
primary containment elements are performed.

3.2.2.3. Family IV

High permanent atmospheric contamination.
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Contamination hazard may be very high.

This concerns cells or enclosures in which dispersible radioactive material processing
equipment is installed and in which permanent contamination is unavoidable due to
weakness of the primary containment: in certain cases (specially powder processing)
very high permanent contamination would require specific treatment.

In other cases, permanent contamination may be low but with occasional
contamination sometimes extremely high.

Accordingly, 3 filtering stages (UHEF) are required at exhaust and 1 (UHEF) at supply.
Two of the exhaust filtering stages must be located close to the cell.

1st level 2nd level

CELL

2 Filters
UHEF

1 Filter
UHEF

STACK

Filtering station

In family IV cells, ventilation exhaust network will, in general, be separated from
family II and family III networks.

3.3. RADIATION CONTROL

3.3.1. Design conditions

3.3.1.1. General

To execute these controls, automation and centralization will be used (a system will
be designed to be available to execute rapid, exact controls by optimizing the use of the
working environment control, individual exposure control, access control and if necessary,
process information, via the total data management system).

Radiation control will be executed under the methods provided herein. The equipment
and space required for this purpose will be provided.

3.3.1.2. Working environment control

External radiation control

This control will be continuously executed on the gamma, n and beta-ray through area
monitors at fixed points, moreover, if necessary survey meter (portable external exposure
monitoring device) may be used.

An alarm system will be installed for continuous monitoring systems to sound and
warn the workers immediately of an emergency. For areas requiring special time control,
physical partition walls be erected to prohibit people from easy access.
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Surface contamination control

The alpha, beta/gamma emitting nuclides will be controlled by measuring surface
contamination density with smear and survey meters. Spectra analysis will be executed in
laboratory to provide control information, as required.

Control of concentration of radioactive materials in air

The following provisions will be made:

for dust, dust sampling ports will be installed at appropriate locations, considering air
flow, to control the dust by measuring the radioactive materials, for instance, on
filtration paper to be replaced regularly. Continuous monitoring equipment(dust or gas
monitor) will be installed wherever it is particularly important (possibility of accidental
release),

an alarm system will be provided for the continuous monitoring system to sound and
warn immediately in case of overstepping a present threshold,

the subject of the here above control will be alpha-dust monitor and/or beta/gamma-
dust monitor.

3.3.1.3. Individual exposure control

Individual exposure control concerns mainly portable equipment (dosimeters) or
medical controls which have no effect on the layout or the design of the radiation control.

Individual exposure control will be made according to the national laws, regulations
and standards.

3.3.1.4. Personnel access control and article access control

At the location of access control, at entrance it will be checked that personnel is
fitted with the necessary measuring instruments, protective and preventing equipment,
while hand washing, changing clothing, exit survey and personal exposure dose will be
checked and measured prior to exit.

Information with respect to access control will include, where necessary, entrance
qualification, time hours, personal exposure dose and presence/absence of contamination
at exit, and be controlled via access control system.

For articles loading out of controlled areas, surface contamination control will be
executed with survey meters and/or under the smear method. For loading in-and-out of
nuclear materials, the surface contamination density, surface dose rate and external dose-
rate measures at 1 m will be performed.

3.4. Criticality

As a rule control by geometry is applied in all equipment containing significant amount
of fissile material. It presents the main advantage to be almost independent of operating
procedure.
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3.4.1. Provisions for design

Provisions are made to prevent the following situations or mitigate their conse-
quences:

Accidental change in apparatus geometry

At the design phase, overpressure hazard or increase in temperature and external
causes of geometry changes (earthquake, heavy loads handling near the equipment, etc.)
are taken into account.

Leaks or overflow of fissile materials out of the apparatus

Drip trays are provided under this equipment and fitted with liquid detectors and
draining means. In case of a single leak, sub criticality of the fissile material will be
provided, taking into account the nominal process concentration and chemical form.

Transfer of fissile materials in auxiliary networks (vent, vacuum, reagents, heating, cooling)

Provisions must be provided to prevent such transfer or to provide auxiliary network
with geometrically safe equipment.

Mobile equipment (such as PuO2 containers)

Provisions are taken to keep safety by geometry when equipment are moved near
each other; for instance, equipment can be enclosed in a frame to provide sufficient
distance between each apparatus.

Corroding manufacturing allowance

When evaluating, provisions will be made to take into account corrosion and
manufacturing allowance.

3.4.2. Transfer out of geometrically controlled area

Whenever a fissile material is to be transferred from a criticality controlled vessel to
a different type of controlled vessel, such as from the geometrical controlled vessel to the
concentration controlled vessel, direct admission shall not be possible under single
maloperation and confirmation of the safety conditions shall be obtained prior to the
transfer.

In some cases, circuits for transfer of solutions between tanks with safe geometry
and tanks with unsafe geometry are required.

There are two main cases:

Tanks with unsafe geometry are designed to collect solutions without criticality
hazard in infinite medium.

If process monitoring devices fulfil criticality safety basic principle, and therefore risk
of inopportune arrival of solution which presents a criticality hazard in infinite medium in
the tank with unsafe geometry is negligible, then the transfer circuit can be permanent and
direct. On the opposite case, the transfer circuit is shut and transfer can be performed only
after checking, by two different means, that the fissile material concentration, in the tank
with safe geometry, is suitable.
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Tanks with unsafe geometry are designed to collect solutions produced by exceptional
operation (decontamination solutions for instance).

The transfer circuit must be shut in normal operation with suitable and reliable
devices. The transfer circuit opening operation and the transfer operation will be performed
according to written-procedures. A double evaluation of concentration on fissile materials
of the solution contained in the tank with safe geometry will be provided for in these
procedures.

3.4.3. Effective multiplication coefficients in using calculation codes

Equipment is defined so that keff 0.95 (or keff + 3 s 0.95 for calculations with the
Monte-Carlo method).

However the above rule may be modified (in one sense or the other), according to the
degree of cautions of the selected hypothesis and the degree of confidence in calculation
method, based on experiments similar to the case to be considered.

In each of the above cases justifications will be necessary.

3.5. Other risks

3.5.7. Fire

Based on a specific analysis of fire risks, following measures are taken:

Prevention: reduction of calorific load, appropriate design of ventilation, restriction of use
of flammable reagents or process conditions out of their flammability region.

Detection: in all rooms where risk of fire exist, an early detection system, often
associated with automatic extinction system, is implemented.

Protection: besides extinction system, protection is ensured mainly by room
classification. All rooms with fire risk are separated from the remaining part
of the facility by fire break. The room containing equipment related is safety
have to be protected also by fire break, as well as corridor enabling
evacuation of operators.

3.5.2. Explosion

The following rules are applied for each type of risk:

3.5.2.1. Reaction between nitrate and TBP

All precautions are taken to avoid entrainment of organic phase in evaporation, and
furthermore temperature of heating fluid is limited.

3.5.2.2. Diluent

Temperature in the process is limited below flash point of diluent and spark proof
electric appliance is used when diluent is present.
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3.5.2.3. Hydrazine

Reagent vessel containing hydrazine are vented by nitrogen; temperature of process
solutions containing hydrazine is limited.

3.5.2.4. Hydrogen

Accumulation of hydrogen due to radiolysis of water in highly concentrated Pu
solution is prevented by use of scavenging air.

3.5.3. Decay heat removal

3.5.3.1. Highly concentrated Pu solutions

Cooling of solution is ensured by circulation of secondary cooling fluid in a coil. Two
secondary cooling loops are foreseen; both are fed by separate primary cooling loop.

3.5.3.2. Equipment containing PuO2

All equipment containing Pu02 are cooled by air, either by natural ventilation or
whenever necessary by forced ventilation. In the latter case, forced ventilation is a safety
function.

3.6. Wastes and effluent

3.6.1. Liquid

Facilities handling plutonium are belonging to reprocessing plant for which a new
wastes management has been recently adopted. The aim of this management is to produce
only high active wastes in limited volume, to be incorporated in glass, and very low active
wastes which can be discharged to the environment.

The main features of the process is the use of evaporation to ensure high
decontamination of solution, and the limitation of salt by using appropriate reagents.

3.6.2. Solid

Three main steps are considered to reduce as much as possible to the amount of solid
wastes, and to allow their disposal in surface storage:

Limitation of production of wastes: reliable equipment is used; miscellaneous wastes
such as vinyl is restricted;

Solid wastes are widely decontaminated, for instance using electrolytic dissolution;

Final process before storage is generally compacting; however incineration is
contemplated too.

Conclusion

The principles and rules described in this paper have been applied for the design of
new reprocessing facilities at the La Hague site.

The first years of operating experience have shown that the main objectives are
fulfilled:
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no safety related incident has been reported;
performances of process are very satisfactory;
irradiation of personnel has been significantly decreased compared to the previous
facility;
release to the environment is kept far below the authorized limit;
production of solid wastes is lower than in previous facilities.
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OPERATIONAL SAFETY IN PLUTONIUM PROCESSING
WORKSHOPS AT THE LA HAGUE SITE

P. MATHIEU
Cogéma,
Beaumont Hague, France

Abstract

To keep under control the nuclear and non-nuclear hazards of plutonium treatment and
handling, and to implement the corporate policy to reduce the doses to personnel in compliance
with ALARA, it has been necessary to document operating rules. They take into account the
following items: Operation of the facility: The facility is operated in compliance with documents
containing both operating instructions and definition of the limits of the normal operation area
(including the evolution of the operating parameters). A method to manage the non-conformities
with those requirements is always implemented when a barrier of the authorized area has been
passed. Each member of the operating team is trained and the documents are explained.
Maintenance and periodic survey: The good operation of the facility requires to implement
maintenance and survey plans, complemented with the experience got back during operation. The
periodic cleaning of the enclosures containing plutonium is an example of an item of those plans.
Plant modification and refurbishment: From design to decommissioning, the facility has to be
improved and enhanced. All the plans for that purpose are checked before implementation in order
to verify that the safety of the workshop is by no means weakened, and that no unexpected hazard
is to take place during the completion of the work. From the beginning of the project a dosimetric
target is assigned. After completion of the work, the target is compared with the cumulated dose
of the project, in order to find out the appropriate conclusions. The implementation of that method
in our plutonium treatment facilities has provided quite good results concerning both doses to
personnel and operation safety.

1. PRESENTING THE LA HAGUE SITE

The function of the La Hague site of COGEMA is:

to receive and reprocess spent nuclear fuel irradiated in light-water reactors,
to condition, store temporarily, and transport to its customers the uranium,
plutonium, and reprocessed wastes.

These tasks are carried out by two production units. Each one is equipped with a
workshop for separating uranium, plutonium, and fission products, a workshop for purifying
and conditioning plutonium, and a workshop for interim storage of plutonium dioxide
powder (PuO2). In addition, this industrial site includes:

a workshop for maintenance of PuO2 transportation casks;
3 analytic chemistry laboratories (radiochemistry, analytic chemistry, radiometry);
2 operation control laboratories responsible for analyses essential to smooth running
of facilities;
a balance assessment laboratory responsible for materials balance analyses, receipt
of reagents, and quality control of final products.

The process used includes several steps from the arrival of casks of spent nuclear fuel
on-site to the departure via road carriers of Pu02 containers. The main steps are:

shearing and dissolution of oxide contained in the fuel rods,
chemical separating (liquid-liquid extraction by TBP) of uranium, plutonium and
fission products,
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conversion into Pu02 powder by oxalic precipitation and calcination in oxygen,
conditioning the powder in packaged units then in welded cases and containers for
interim storage,
placing in transportation casks and plutonium shipping.

These processing steps are accompanied by entry and exit accountancy statements,
as well as contractual analyses of final product quality. Plutonium's physical properties
(radioactivity, fission capacity, calorific strength, radiolysis of water) require that an
appropriate organization be put in place for its processing. The organization aims to safely
enable running of process facilities, maintaining them, and performing modifications.

2. RUNNING OF FACILITIES

2.1. General operating rules

The operator aims to produce at the planned throughput while respecting:

customers requirements for conditioned product quality,
safety requirements.

Therefore, he is responsible for running his facility while keeping operating parameters
in the prescribed range guaranteeing safety. This range is described in the General
Operating Rules of a workshop. The operating orders govern actions of operating teams
within this range. All of these orders and their cataloguing are addressed through
methodological management. If an exceptional operation, unforeseen in the permanent
orders, must be performed, a prerequisite study is always made. The study must include
a request for advice submitted to the site's criticality engineer.

If a parameter goes outside the range described by these operating orders, a simple
discrepancy is noted. It is subjected to a special treatment procedure (informing hierarchy,
analysis of causes, prevention study). But, more importantly, if an operating parameter
goes outside the range prescribed for guaranteeing safety, the anomaly must be presented
to national safety authorities.

The following examples illustrate the type of measures provided for in the General
Operating Rules:

locking out circuits (only a special authorization procedure allows temporary
"unlocking" of certain elements, duly catalogued),

- neutronic measurements at specified intervals in the vicinity of certain tanks,
columns, arrays, mixer-settlers,
keeping drainage capacities empty during normal functioning,
manual handling of boxes forbidden except by limited dispensation issued by the
site's criticality engineer,
analytical monitoring program,
management of hydrogenated materials,
recording and traceability of solution transfers.

2.2. Maintaining confinement, radiation protection management

Radioactive material confinement is ensured by process barriers (apparatus walls), by
the walls of glove boxes or rooms and by the barriers of absolute filters in ventilation
circuits. The effectiveness of these barriers is checked by in situ testing when necessary
and as often as needed and at least once a year. The workshop's gaseous effluent are
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monitored continuously (activity, flow rate), for both main process ventilation stack and
ventilation outlet of zones accessible to personnel.

Also, non-stop monitoring of the air's activity is performed on air in rooms accessible
to personnel in normal operating conditions. This monitoring network activates audio-visual
signals placed in the rooms in question and at entrances when and as often as needed.

For this detection, atmospheric aerosols are collected on filter paper of a given
granulometry and continuously monitored by a large-surface semi-conductor detector. This
detector performs the alpha particle spectrometry, analyses it with software to identify and
subtract the natural activity component, and computes the instantaneous volumetric
plutonium activity. This computation and operating of audio-visuals signals are performed
locally by consoles independent of central management computers. The processor and
audio-visual signal units are continuously self-monitored (watch-dog, filament and loud-
speaker continuity).

Furthermore, constant atmospheric monitoring of the premises is performed by
sampling atmospheric particulates on filter paper and off-line counting with low background
noise detectors.

Finally, monitors of surface contamination of hands are positioned near glove boxes
to check "pre-gloves" during work sessions. Hand-foot and clothing monitors are placed
upstream of exits from operating zones and downstream of exits from controlled zones.
The detectors used are large-area gas flow proportional counters with argon-CO2

circulation, providing a particularly low detection threshold for alpha particles.

2.3. Fire prevention

Fire prevention is based on an array of operational measures which supplement the
design-based measures:

non-stop monitoring by the detector network, whose alarm signals are transmitted
to the central fire-fighting brigade,
strict forbidding of smoking in controlled zone (a regulatory ban in France),
appropriate management of operational wastes,
a work authorization procedure at hot points,
training and refresher courses for primary responses operations officers.

2.4. Criticality accident detection device, criticality dosimetry

The facilities are designed to remove the risk of an excursion toward criticality in all
circumstances. Nevertheless, a critical accident detection system has been installed in a
few spots. The installation in question is INTERTECHNIQUE's EDAC, specifically designed
to detect high photon and neutron flux densities found in criticality studies. The design of
the installation is based on a mixed gamma-neutron detector, and a processing assembly
ensuring a particularly low frequency of false alarms, a battery charging unit, and a
network of sirens and flashing lights. A fallback system box receives the detection probes
indications from a distance.

With respect to dosimetry for personnel, COGEMA has developed a dosimetric case
including, in addition to the regulatory photo dosimeter:

4 thermoluminescent pellets (lithium fluoride),
a pen box of activation dosimeters.
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All classed workers on the Site are equipped with this case. The site's dosimetry
laboratory is equipped to rapidly and automatically read a large number of pellets. Exercises
carried out in test reactors during critical experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of
this technique for rapid radiological sorting of large teams. For plutonium processing
workshops, this case is supplemented by a belt of activation dosimeters.

3. MAINTENANCE AND PERIODIC VERIFICATIONS

The organization chosen to correctly (quality, costs, timeliness) carry out maintenance
and periodic verifications relies on a clear division of tasks between the various actors and
a constant understanding of the facility's status (lock-outs, partial lock-outs, under test).

The organization identifies, in particular:

the hierarchical level authorized to instigate maintenance with respect to its
complexity,
the procedure for lock-out and transfers of responsibility between the operator and
those responsible for maintenance,
the involvement of safety actors for work at hot-points or presenting a radiological
risk,
the authorization procedure if repairs lead to even a minute modification of facilities.

In practice, conducting certain maintenance operations includes introducing or
extracting materials from glove-boxes.These tasks are all performed by personnel specially
trained and kept up-to-date in the use of confinement precautions (devices for double-
doored sealed transfers, devices using successive depression). All plutonium workshop
operators follow refresher courses on welding vinyl sleeves two times per year.

The program for periodic verifications enables detecting drifts in certain equipment
and initiating necessary maintenance. Aspects concerning the quality of packaging
(welding parameters for example) are particularly monitored. This is also the case for:

fire and radiation protection safety equipment,
lifting and handling devices,
filtering barriers in workshop and process ventilation,
safeguarding equipment,
equipment used for safety relevant functions.

4. PLANT MODIFICATION AND REFURBISHMENT

An evaluation is systematically performed to ensure that all necessary elements for
defining modifications are taken in account. A file is made up and transmitted to implicated
specialists (the criticality engineer, radiation protection, fire, occupational safety). If the
workshop safety analysis conclusions are modified, the file is presented to safety
authorities to demand a modification authorization.

Carrying out modifications is assigned to actors not involved in maintenance
activities.
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5. RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY AND DOSIMETRY RESULTS

5.1. External exposure

Operating of the medium activity plutonium workshops at the La Hague site is largely
automated. These workshops perform the purification, conversion and conditioning of PuO2

powder in stainless-steel boxes. Remote controlled processes are used wherever possible
(line-guided carts, non-contamination checking robot, monitoring robots, programmable
control devices). Continuously operating work stations are all located in the central control
room located in another building. Actions which require an intervention in the building are:
supplying new packaging materials, watch rounds, collecting contractual samples once per
processed batch, and verifying departing shipments of finished product. As a result, doses
to personnel are very low:

MAPU/UP2

Year

1992

1991

1990

1989

Number of
officers

66

66

65
64

12 months
collective dose in

man.mSv

72

67

56

117

MAPU/UP3

Number of
officers

46

52
52

48

12 months
collective dose in

man.mSv

13
9

3

9

5.2. Internal exposure

As shown above, monitoring is carried out by radiation protection on two levels:

alarms controlled by real-time monitoring in the case of presence of atmospheric
contamination;
low level detection through off-line counting analysis of atmospheric samples.

This monitoring allows forewarning of possible waves of contamination, and enables
the evacuation of personnel from the room in question. It also enables detecting and
eliminating low-level contamination below alarm apparatus detection thresholds.

The devices used to introduce and extract objects from glove boxes for maintenance
are of the type DTPE ("double-door for sealed transfer") which allow transfers without
breaking confinement. Also, preventive use of respiratory protection is required for oper-
ations presenting risks of contamination dissemination.

These precautionary measures practically eliminate internal exposure on the La Hague
Site, be it due to plutonium or other radionucleides. The historical record of the total
number of cases resulting in a committed dose assessment on the site for the last ten
years demonstrates the effectiveness of these measures.

Cogéma

Contractors

1982

7

6

1983

2

0

1984

6

1

1985

2

2

1986

3

3

1987

2

7

1988

2

4

1989

1

3

1990

0

2

1991

3

2

1992

0

0
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6. CONCLUSION

Applying the principles developed above at La Hague enables production at the
nominal throughput and in good safety conditions. The good radiological status of the
facilities illustrates this. In effect, the external exposure accountancy statement for
operational teams remains very minor, internal doses are practically non-existent, and
access to operating workshops is constantly possible without a minute risk of internal
exposure or skin contamination.
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Abstract

Plutonium extracted from irradiated fuel at reprocessing plants is used in the manufacture of
fresh fuel for light water reactors (MOX) or fast breeder reactors. Consequently various forms of
plutonium have to be transported in France and between France and other countries: PuO2 powder
from reprocessing plants to fuel manufacturers; mixed PuO2-UO2 fuel elements from fuel
manufacturers to nuclear power reactors; waste containing PuO2. In 1945 France adopted a
regulation for the safe transport of dangerous goods (RTMD) which was revised most recently in
1992. This regulation complies with international rules for the land transport of dangerous goods
in Europe which take into account the recommendations of the IAEA for the safe transport of
radioactive materials. For other shipment modes (by air and sea), France adopts directly applicable
international regulations which also take into account the IAEA regulations. To meet these
regulations safety is usually provided by the package, independent of the transport mode employed.
IAEA regulations defined different types of package, depending on hazards arising from the
contents, which must satisfy increasingly stringent requirements for increasingly hazardous
contents. Even for transport of a few grams, packages used for plutonium dioxide must be of the
most stringent type design TYPE B/F. For this type of package, IAEA defines requirements
corresponding with normal and accidental situations. Different packages have been developed and
are used in France for the transport of material containing plutonium: FS-47 and TN/BGC for PuO2
powder, FS-67 for samples, FS-41 and FS-69 for fresh fuel elements, RD-26 and TN GEMINI for
wastes. In France, the competent authority for the transport of dangerous goods is the Ministry of
Transport which relies on the IPSN. However other ministries do also provide prominent roles,
particularly for the case of accidents on public thoroughfares: Ministry of Interior, of Health, of
Industry. In the case of abnormal situations arising during the transport of radioactive materials,
special procedures can be applied: National intervention plans (PSS/TMR, NUCMAR); the
transporters own emergency plans (PLUT). Each of these items are discussed in the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

This document reviews the methods, means and regulations used in France for the
shipment of recycled plutonium. Plutonium is extracted from spent fuels in reprocessing
plants. In France, this reprocessing is carried out in La Hague (near Cherbourg) and in
Marcoule (in the valley of the Rhone). These plants produce plutonium in PuO2 powder
form which is stored and then shipped to the plants producing fresh fuels for light water
reactors (MOX) and fast neutron reactors.

This paper is limited to shipments of non-irradiated civil plutonium.
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Plutonium fuel production centres supplied with plutonium produced in France are
located in Cadarache (MOX, PHENIX and SUPERPHENIX fuel) and soon in Marcoule
(MELOX plant for MOX fuel), France; Dessel, Belgium; Hanau, Germany; and Japan.
Several types of products are generated in these production centres:

fresh fuel assemblies which are shipped to the nuclear power stations,
manufacturing rejects which are returned to the reprocessing plants for recycling,
various wastes which are shipped to the storage centres when they are properly
conditioned, or shipped to waste treatment centres for appropriate conditioning and
possible recovery of part of the plutonium content,
liquid effluents which are directed to treatment stations.

It is thus possible to draw up an inventory of the different kinds of material containing
plutonium shipped around the plutonium recycling operation (shipments on public routes
and on site):

plutonium oxide powder in boxes or in sample pots,
fuel elements (mixed Pu02-U02 oxide, sintered and clad),
MOX rejects (mixed Pu02-U02 oxide, either sintered and clad or in coarse powders
in boxes),
liquid effluent,

- wastes.

All these materials are shipped in France, on site or on public routes.

2. REGULATION ON PLUTONIUM SHIPMENTS

Plutonium, which is radioactive and nuclear material, must be shipped in conformity
with regulations of two types:

regulations governing the shipment of radioactive materials, the purpose of which is
to limit radiological hazards to persons, property and the environment as a result of
the shipment of these materials,
regulations governing the protection and control of nuclear materials, the purpose of
which is to control their use, determine their location and prevent their theft, their
misuse or their loss.

2.1. Regulations governing the shipment of radioactive materials

In France, the applicable regulation is the Règlement de Transport des Matières
Dangereuses - RTMD (Regulation governing the Transport of Dangerous Materials) which
was adopted for the first time in 1 945 and which was subsequently revised on several
occasions. This regulation was revised entirely in 1 992 in order to take into account the
modifications in international regulations and agreements. The present RTMD deals only
with the shipment of dangerous materials over land. To take full account of international
regulations and agreements to which France is committed, this regulation has been divided
into two parts according to the method of shipment:

Regulation on the Transport of Dangerous Materials by Road (RTMDR) based upon
the European Accord relative to the international transport of hazardous materials by
road (ADR) (edition of 1990),

Regulation on the Transport of Dangerous Materials by Railway (RTMDF) based upon
the Regulation concerning international railway transport of dangerous materials (RID)
(edition of 1990).
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For maritime shipment, France applies the International Maritime Dangerous Goods
code (IMDG) of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and, for air transport, the
technical instructions for the safety of air shipment of dangerous materials of the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).

All these regulations, as concerns radioactive materials (Class 7), make reference to
the radioactive material shipment regulation of the IAEA, 1985 edition, revised in 1990
(safety standards of the IAEA, Safety Series No. 6). Similarly, as concerns the
classification of the different radioactive materials within Class 7, the subdivision into 1 3
sheets is based upon the IAEA Safety Guide No. 80.

The classification of materials takes into account the radiotoxicity and the quantity
of fissile material. To evaluate radiotoxicity, the IAEA has defined limits A1 and A2 for
each radionuclide (see definitions in § 110 of document [4] and Table I of the same
document) as well as a method for calculating the equivalent A1 or A2 when the material
consists of a radionuclide mixture. The total activity of the package or the specific activity
of the material expressed by means of A1 or A2 are used to determine the type of
packages, which may be:

EXCEPTED PACKAGES
INDUSTRIAL PACKAGES
TYPE A PACKAGES
TYPE B PACKAGES.

To evaluate the risk of criticality during shipment, the following radioisotopes are
considered to be FISSILE MATERIALS by the IAEA (see definition in § 129 of [4]):

- uranium-233
uranium-235
plutonium-238
plutonium-239
plutonium-241.

Packages containing these materials must be TYPE F PACKAGES, with the exception
of packages complying with the exemption rules which are defined in § 560 a) to f) of the
IAEA transport regulations [4].

The application of the classification rules indicated above leads in most cases to type
B and F packages for plutonium.

2.2. Regulations concerning the protection and control of nuclear materials

In France, the protection and control of nuclear materials is covered by the Law
No. 80-572 of 25 July 1 980 and the Decree No. 81-51 2 of 12 May 1981.

These texts define, for plutonium (all isotopes taken together), thresholds
corresponding to the different protection levels to be provided:

1 gramme or more: declaration to the ministry of industry,
3 grammes or more: (categories III, II or I),
authorization from ministry of industry for the shipping of nuclear materials,
prior notice of shipment to the ministry of industry and to the ministry of the interior,
400 grammes or more: (categories II and I),
approval of shipping methods by the ministry of industry,
shipping routes approved by the ministry of industry and the ministry of interior.
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execution of shipment subject to the approval of the ministries of industry and the
interior,
execution of shipment checked constantly by the shipper,
2 kilogrammes or more: (category I),
special protection by police force escort.

For international shipments, France is a party to the international convention on the
physical protection of nuclear materials which went into effect on 6 October 1991. The
thresholds III, II and I differ slightly from those used on the national level:

category III: more than 1 5 grammes and up to 500 grammes,
category II: more than 500 grammes and up to 2 kg,
category I: more than 2 kg.

3. SHIPPING PACKAGE FOR PLUTONIUM

The safety of radioactive material shipments is based upon the package (a package
consists of a packaging and its content), independent of the shipping mode. To
characterize normal situations (normal shipping conditions) and accidental situations
(accidental shipping conditions), the IAEA has defined ambient conditions and tests
considered to be representative of situations that may arise during shipment.

For the shipment of type B packages, the normal shipping conditions are:

ambient temperatures: from-40° C to +38°C,
drop of 1.2 m or less depending on the weight of the package onto an indéformable
target,
sunshine of 800 W/m2 or less depending on the shapes and orientations of the sides
of the package for 1 2 hours per day,
stacking of the equivalent of 5 packages on the control package,
water spraying;

and the accidental conditions are:

ambient temperature: from-40° C to +38°C,
drop of 9 m onto an indéformable target or crushing under a steel slab of 500 kg
falling from 9 m,
drop of 1 m onto a vertical pin in mild steel,
fire lasting 30 minutes with a minimum ambient temperature of 800 °C,
immersion under 1 5 m of water.

The acceptance criteria corresponding to these different conditions are:

Normal transport conditions:

maximum release: <_ 10~6 A2/hours,
contact dose equivalent rate: <_ 2 mSv/hour,
dose equivalent rate at 1 metre: <_ 0.1 mSv/hour,
non-fixed external contamination: <_ 4 Bq/cm2 for beta, gamma and alpha emitters
of low toxicity, <_ 0.4 Bq/cm2 for the other alpha emitters.

Accidental shipping conditions:

maximum release: < A2 in one week,
dose equivalent rate at 1 metre: < 10 mSv/hour.
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For the shipping of type F packages, subcriticality must be demonstrated for
undamaged and damaged isolated packages as well as for groups of packages (5 N
packages not damaged, 2 N packages damaged where N = permissible number of
packages of the same type per shipment).

Type B and type F packages are subject to approval by the competent authority
(which in France is the transport minister) based upon safety reports analyzed by the IPSN.
These approvals have a validity limited to 3 years.

4. EXAMPLES OF PACKAGINGS DEVELOPED IN FRANCE FOR THE SHIPPING OF
MATERIALS CONTAINING PLUTONIUM

FS-47 packaging (Fig. 1)

This cask was developed in the beginning of the 1 980s by COGEMA for the shipping
of PuO2 powder produced in La Hague. It is also to be used for the shipping of MOX rejects
returning to La Hague.

Stainless steel

Carbon steel, painted

empty packaging : 1 380 kg
loaded packaging : 1 500 kg

FIG. 1. FS-47 packaging.
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FIG. 2. AA-227 container.

The authorized contents of this cask must be containerized in storage containers of
the AA-227 (Fig. 2} or AA-226 type, which constitute the safety containment with regard
to the risk of criticality.

The design rules used for this cask are:

the chosen materials must allow the cask to correctly perform its function in ambient
temperatures from-40° C to +38°C,
all components are identified so as to be able to associate them easily with their
manufacturing and inspection documents,

- confinement of the material assured in all situations by the internal containment of
the cask (the confinement technique is based on the reversal of the direction of
leakage by maintaining a negative pressure within the internal cavity of the cask after
loading).
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all the gaskets of this containment are doubled to allow the checking of leaktightness
after loading (testing of pressure rise in the inter-gaskets volumes),
the shielding material used (combined CEA-ROBATEL patent) provides practical
isolation of the content with regard to the risks of criticality under normal as well as
accidental conditions; similarly, it constitutes excellent protection with regard to the
exposure in the fire test and with regard to radiological protection,
the role of the protective cover is to limit the effect of the different tests on the
closing system,
application of quality assurance rules to cask manufacture.

The permissible limits of the "Pu02 powder" content on the basis of calculations and
tests carried out on this type of cask are:

maximum weight of plutonium with regard to the risk of criticality: 1 7 kg with at least
5% 240Pu;
maximum density of plutonium oxide with regard to the risk of criticality: 3.5 g/cm3;

- maximum weight of container loaded in regard to the dropping tests conducted:
120kg;
maximum specific activity of plutonium oxide with regard to the guarantee on the
release of activity under normal as well as accidental conditions: 260 A2/gramme;

- maximum thermal power of contents: 307 W.

These casks are subject to very strict operating and maintenance rules, and in
particular:

- condition of casks checked before each re-use,
- tightening and leakproofing of the closing system checked after each loading,
- non-contamination and dose rate level checked with each shipment, labelling,

every 20 shipments: replacement of all joints and checking of overall leaktightness
of the internal containment of each cask,
every 40 shipments: the integrity of the radiological and antishock protection is
checked. All maintenance operations are carried out in a specialized shop in La Hague
(AMEC 2).

For their shipment, these casks are placed in a shipping system specially designed to
comply with the rules governing the shipping of dangerous materials and the rules of
physical protection. These shipments, owing to their classification in category I, are
escorted by the police force.

TN-BGC 1 packaging (Fig. 3)

The cask TN BGC 1 is a B(U)F type cask which, with its light weight (396 kg at
maximum load), allows the shipping of large quantities of plutonium based materials in
highly varied forms. It is thus designed for the shipping of:

1 7 kg of plutonium in plutonium oxide powder form,
50 kg of fissile materials (235U, 239Pu and 241Pu) in mixed uranium-plutonium oxide
powder form (plutonium content as high as 30%),
9 ingots of 2.5 kg of metallic plutonium or a uranium-metallic plutonium mixture,
an amount of mixed uranium-plutonium oxide pellets if the uranium is natural and
limited to 18 kg if the uranium is enriched, up to 100%, the plutonium content being
as high as 30%,
mixed uranium-plutonium oxide rods in varying quantities depending on the uranium
enrichment,
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FIG. 3. TN BGC 1 packaging.

an unlimited weight, if the confinement diameter is less than 36 mm, or limited to
3 kg if the confinement diameter is 1 20 mm, of plutonium or of a U-235 + plutonium
mixture in any physico-chemical form.

More special contents may be considered depending on requirements.

Dimensions and weights

The overall dimensions are the following, in millimetres:

For the cage:
. Section 600 x 600
. Height: 1821

- For the body:
. diameter in normal part: 295
. diameter of cover: 400
. limit of body equipped with cover: 1808

The maximum weights of the casks are:

empty: 280 kg
loaded: 396 kg
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Under these conditions, the maximum weight on the ground contributed by the cask
is 1.1 t/m2 in a vertical utilization position.

Safety principles

The main safety features of the TN BGC1 cask are:

- the possibility of checking, totally and in a single operation, the leaktightness of the
entire closing system (plug and coupling cap),
dependable placement of the closing system thanks to its design {bayonet system)
and to the associated tooling,
use of a resin on the periphery of the cask, playing a predominant role in the
prevention of criticality risks (providing significant neutron insulation between the
casks) while offering excellent neutron shielding and heat insulation properties during
the regulatory fire test.

FS-67 packaging (Fig. 4)

This cask was developed in the beginning of the 1 990s by COGEMA for the shipping
of samples of PuO2 powder produced in La Hague.

The contents authorized in this cask must all be containerized in storage containers
of the AA-313 type, which constitutes the containment and also provides safety against
the risk of criticality.

The design rules used for this cask are:

the chosen materials must allow the cask to correctly perform its function within
ambient temperatures of -40 ° C to + 38 ° C,
all components are to be identified so as to be able to associate them easily with their
manufacturing and inspection documents,
confinement of material assured in all situations by the containment of the AA-313
with its metallic gasket,
use of flameproof, hardboard wood shielding material providing insulation of the
contents with regard to criticality risks under normal as well as accidental conditions;
it must moreover provide good protection with regard to exposure in the fire test and
as concerns radiological protection,

- application of quality assurance rules to cask manufacture.

The permissible limits of the "PuO2 powder" content on the basis of calculations and
tests carried out on this type of cask are:

maximum weight of plutonium oxide with regard to criticality risk: 300 g,
maximum density of plutonium oxide with regard to criticality risk: 11.46 g/cm3,
number N = 100,
maximum thermal power of contents: 5 W.

The operating and maintenance rules are:

gasket replaced after each use,
condition of casks checked before each re-use,
tightening and leakproofing of the closing system checked after each loading,
non-contamination and dose rate level checked with each shipment, labelling.

For their shipment, these casks are to be placed in the same shipment system as the
one used for the FS-47.
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FIG. 4. FS-67 packaging.

FS-41 packaging (Fig. 5)

This cask was developed in the beginning of the 1 980s by COGEMA for the shipment
of new SUPERPHENIX fuels. Its use was then extended to new PHENIX fuels and then,
more recently, to MOX rejects in the form of fuel rods in leaktight containers returning to
La Hague. The design rules for this cask are:

the chosen materials must allow the cask to correctly perform its function within
ambient temperatures to -40 ° C to + 38 ° C,
all components are to be identified so as to be able to associate them easily with their
manufacturing and inspection documents,
confinement of material assured in all situations by the internal containment of the
cask (the confinement technique is based on the reversal of the direction of leakage
by maintaining a negative pressure within the cavity of the cask after loading),
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FIG. 5. FS-41 packaging.

all gaskets of this containment are doubled to allow the checking of leaktightness
after loading (testing of pressure rise in the inter-joint volumes),
the shielding material used (combined CEA-ROBATEL patent) provides practical
isolation of the content with regard to criticality risks under normal as well as
accidental conditions; similarly, it constitutes excellent protection with regard to
exposure to fire and with regard to radiological protection,
the role of the protective cover is to limit the effect of the different tests on the
closing systems at each end of the cask,

- application of quality assurance roles to the manufacture of the casks.

The permissible limits for the contents, on the basis of calculations and tests carried
out on this type of cask are:

maximum plutonium enrichment with regard to the risk of criticality: 30% for PHENIX
and SUPERPHENIX fuels, 12% for MOX rejects,
maximum density of oxide with regard to the risk of criticality: 11 g/cm3,
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maximum weight of contents authorized with regard to the dropping tests conducted:
970 kg,
maximum thermal power of the contents: 314 W for PHENIX and SUPERPHENIX
contents, 500 W for MOX rejects.

These casks are subject to very strict operating and maintenance rules, and in
particular:

condition of casks checked before each re-use,
tightening and leakproofing of the closing system checked after each loading,
non-contamination and dose rate level checked with each shipment, labelling,
every 1 5 shipments: replacement of all gaskets and checking of overall leaktightness
of the internal containment of each cask,
all maintenance operations are carried out in a specialized shop in Marcoule
(AMEC 3).

For their shipment, these casks are placed in a shipping system specially designed to
comply with the rules governing the shipping of dangerous materials and the rules of
physical protection. These shipments, owing to their classification in category I, are
escorted by the police force.

Cask FS-69 (Fig. 6)

This cask was developed in the beginning of the 1 990s by TRANSNUCLEAIREforthe
shipping of new MOX fuels two by two in the form of PWR or BWR fuel elements or fuel
rods in boxes. It is also to be used for shipping of MOX rejects returning to La Hague.

The design rules used for this cask are:

the chosen materials must allow the cask to correctly perform its function within
ambient temperatures to -40 ° C to + 38 ° C,
all components are to be identified so as to be able to associate them easily with their
manufacturing and inspection documents,
confinement of material assured in all situations by the cladding of the fuel rods
protected and retained by the cask,
the shielding material used (TRANSNUCLEAIRE patent) provides isolation of the
content with regard to the risks of criticality under normal as well as accidental
conditions; similarly, it constitutes excellent protection with regard to the exposure
to fire and with regard to radiological protection,
application of quality assurance rules to cask manufacture.

The permissible limits of the "PuO2 powder" content, on the basis of calculations and
tests carried out on this type of cask are:

maximum plutonium enrichment with regard to the risk of criticality: 8.1 %,
maximum enrichment of fuel rods: 9.4%,
maximum weight of loaded contents with regard to the dropping tests conducted:
1300kg,
maximum thermal power of contents: 1 200 W.

These casks are subject to very strict operating and maintenance rules, and in
particular:

condition of casks checked before each re-use,
tightening and leakproofing of the closing system checked after each loading.
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FIG. 6. FS-69 packaging.

non-contamination and dose rate level checked with each shipment, labelling,
every 1 0 shipments: replacement of gasket and checking of overall leaktightness of
the external hull of each cask,
every 30 shipments: checking of integrity of elements of the assembly attachment
bench.

All maintenance operations are carried out in a specialized shop in La Hague
(AMEC 2).

For their shipment, these casks are placed in a shipping system specially designed to
comply with the rules governing the shipping of dangerous materials and the rules of
physical protection. These shipments, owing to their classification in category I, are
escorted by the police force.
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FIG. 7. RD-26 packaging.

RD-26 packaging (Fig. 7)

This cask was developed very recently by COGEMA for the shipment of wastes highly
contaminated with plutonium. It is also to be used for the shipment of alpha effluent.

The contents authorized in this cask must be containerized in one or more PVC
containments and then in drums of 11 8 litres or 98 litres.

The design rules used for this cask are:

the chosen materials must allow the cask to correctly perform its function in ambient
temperatures from-40° C to +38°C,
all components are identified so as to be able to associate them easily with their
manufacturing and inspection documents,
confinement of material assured in all situations by the internal containment of the
cask,
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all gaskets of this containment are doubled in order to allow the checking of
leaktightness after loading (testing of pressure rise in the inter-gaskets volumes),
the shielding material used (combined CEA-ROBATEL patent) provides practical
isolation of the content with regard to the risks of criticality under normal as well as
accidental conditions; similarly, it constitutes excellent protection with regard to the
exposure to fire and with regard to radiological protection,
the role of the protective cover is to limit the effect of the different tests on the
closing system,

- application of quality assurance rules to cask manufacture.

The permissible limits of the contents, on the basis of calculations and tests carried
out on this type of cask are:

maximum weight of plutonium with regard to the risk of criticality: 350 g,
maximum weight of container loaded with regard to the dropping tests conducted:
150kg,
maximum specific activity of plutonium oxide with regard to the guarantee on the
release of activity under normal as well as accidental conditions: 1 56 A2/gramme,

- maximum thermal power of contents: 40 W.

These casks are subject to very strict operating and maintenance rules, and in
particular:

condition of casks checked before each re-use,
tightening and leakproofing of the closing system checked after each loading,
non-contamination and dose rate level checked with each shipment, labelling,
every 3 years: replacement of all gaskets and checking of overall leaktightness of the
internal containment of each cask,
every 6 years: integrity of radiological and antishock protection checked.

All maintenance operations are carried out in a specialized shop in La Hague
(AMEC 2) or in Marcoule (AMEC 3).

For their shipment, these casks are placed in a shipping system specially designed to
comply with the rules governing the shipping of dangerous materials and the rules of
physical protection.

TN GEMINI packaging (Fig. 8)

The TN Gemini II is a new "type B" packaging which allows the transport of
transuranic wastes in a variety of conditions. The main characteristics of this design are:

high payload: forty 200 liter drums, or sixty 100 liter drums, or 400 or 500 liter
drums, or 5 m3 containers;
versatility for transport of large size contaminated parts : the TN GEMINI II can also
be used as large size back-up packaging to transport defective or damaged
containers, or contaminated items;
simple operation features.

This packaging fits on ISO 20 ft standard truck trailers using conventional tractors,
and is also compatible with French railcar dimensions.

Dimensions and weights

Overall dimensions are the following, in millimeters :
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FIG. 8. TN GEMINI packaging.

length: 6058
width: 2500
height: 2800

The weight of the empty container is 22 tonnes.

Loaded with forty 200 I drums (8 tonnes) the total gross weight of the packaging is
30 tonnes, which leads to 40 tonnes for the whole transport system, complying with
French road regulations. For other European countries, new internal arrangements can be
adapted to optimize the payload to maximum authorized weight in transport.

Description

Containment vessel

The container consists of a parallelipedic stainless steel containment vessel whose
useful dimensions are 2000 mm high, 1840 mm wide and 4560 mm long closed by a
bolted door with a sealing flange.Sealing is provided by two concentrics elastomer "O"
rings, which allow leaktightness testing when required and at least during a yearly
maintenance.

Outer protective structure

The containment vessel is surrounded by a protective structure made up of several
layers of materials; balsa wood, fire insulation, puncture resistant panel and stainless steel
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outer envelope. These layers are maintained by a steel framework including ISO standard
corners for tie-down on trailer. At each end, the packaging is protected by 40 cm thick
shock absorbing covers. At the rear side of the trailer, it is removable to allow opening of
the door, while at front side it consists of a fixed structure.

Safety features

The packaging is "type B" fissile and complies with IAEA 85 Regulations. Its design
relies upon the single containment concept accepted by various national Regulations in
Europe. This allows a simple design, while assuring that, even in the case of defective
drums, safety is assumed.

5. ORGANIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL SHIPMENT SAFETY IN FRANCE

In France, the competent authority for the safety of radioactive material shipments
in normal situations is the minister in charge of transport. He is in charge of enacting
applicable regulations and checking their application. After the safety files have been
prepared by applicants and analyzed by the IPSN, the minister issues:

- the package model approvals,
the approval of sources in special form,
shipping approvals,
approval of special arrangements.

As concerns approvals concerning physical protection, this function is performed by
the minister in charge of industry. In the event of an accident occurring during shipment
on public routes, the public authorities are responsible for organizing the required
interventions, carried out as part of the national intervention plans.

In France, these are the territorial prefects in charge of accidents occurring on the
national territory (highway, railway, air) and the maritime prefects for accidents occurring
at sea within the territorial water limits.

These authorities, who must be informed as quickly as possible of any accident,
initiate if necessary the emergency plans, after analyzing the situation and the risks for the
population and the surroundings, taking into account, when in doubt, the most penalizing
hypothesis, even if subsequently the intervention measures implemented have to be scaled
down.

The national intervention plan for shipments are:

the Special Emergency Plan for "Radioactive Material Shipment" (PSS/TMR) for land
and air accidents,
the NUCMAR plant for maritime accidents.

These plans follow the IAEA recommendations (Safety Series No. 87} concerning the
planning and preparation of interventions in case of accidents in the shipping of radioactive
materials.

To intervene as part of these emergency plans, France has specialized intervention
teams called the CMIR (acronym for Mobile Cell for Rapid Intervention) distributed over the
territory. Likewise, to benefit from the distribution of the facilities of the CEA (French
atomic energy commission) over the French territory, this one has been divided into First
Echelon Intervention Zones (ZIPE) and into Second Echelon Intervention Zones (ZIDE). In
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addition to these facilities, the SCPRI (Central Service for Protection against Ionizing
Radiation} has specialized resources for contamination control.

Shipping firms themselves, in addition to the national plans, have emergency plans
(PLUT) making it possible in particular to alert and to provide useful information regarding
the nature of the materials shipped and the risks involved, to the competent authorities in
an accident situation. Similarly, they can provide technical information and resources
required for intervention.
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Abstract

For a safety assessment of nuclear fuel facilities such as for reprocessing, handling, storage
and transportation, one needs to know the scale of criticality accidents, assumed to occur in
uranium or plutonium fissile systems. In this paper,noticeable characteristics of the criticality
accidents are discussed, and then a simplified evaluation model for predicting the scale, i.e., the
number of total fissions in the accidents is derived theoretically by using one point adiabatic
reactivity balance model. This model is subsequently validated through the comparison with the
transient experiments and the actual accident data reported so far in American and European
countries. Some conventional simplified evaluation models are quoted to emphasize the convenience
of the proposed model having less constriction in application.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since atomic energy was first utilized for mankind, there have been some
uncontrollable power excursions of fissile systems because of unplanned or unexpected
changes in system reactivity. Recently an increasing amount of separated plutonium has
been accumulated due to progress in reprocessing spent fuels in several countries in the
world. Since plutonium is more reactive than uranium, it is important to take more
precautions to avoid criticality in the facilities for plutonium processing, handling, storage
or transportation. Due to remarkable progress in technology of design, construction and
operation of such a facility, less and less inadvertent criticalities have been reported lately.
It is, none the less, common practice among nuclear industries to assume a maximum
credible scale of criticality accident and to evaluate safety for operating personnel as well
as environmental safety in the case of design of a nuclear fuel cycle facility. For example,
it is necessary to know the total fission numbers to design a criticality alarm system to
evacuate personnel from the accident happening compartment.

In this paper some criticality accidents in the past are briefly reviewed, and after the
characteristics of the accidents are discussed, a simplified evaluation model predicting
maximum total fission number in a typical criticality accident of fissile solution system is
derived from only theoretical considerations, and validated with some published
experimental data and several reported accident data.

2. REVIEW OF CRITICALITY ACCIDENTS

There have been 41 accidents in which the reactivity and fission power level were
uncontrolled and increased independent of any efforts of the operators or experimenters.
The reactivity exceeded prompt criticality in many of the excursions. While personal injury
and significant property damage did not necessarily happen, unfortunately nine deaths did
result from seven of the power excursions.
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The most obvious and significant characteristic of the criticality accidents that have
occurred in plant (for example, reprocessing or storage) operations is that all of them
involved solutions. This can be attributable to the following features of solution.

(1) A relatively small amount of fissile materials to attain criticality because of its well
moderated condition.

(2) Having high mobility, it is easily transferred from one vessel to another with different
shape and dimensions.

(3) Concentration of fissile materials can change by various causes such as extraction
from aqueous to organic phases.

The following sections are brief descriptions of the criticality accidents of fissile
solution systems experienced for both process plant (eight times) and experiment (five
times) quoted from the report written by Stratton and Smith [1]. Four of these accidents
involved with solution containing Pu fissile materials.

2.1. ORNL Y-12, 6/16, 1958

A quantity of enriched uranium solution was inadvertently transferred in 20 min from
the area already returned to operation into the one undergoing leak testing. Because of its
unfavorable size, the recipient drum permitted the solution to become critical.

(1) chemical form: uranyl nitrate solution (93% 235U enrichment)
(2) container: 55-gal drum (55.2 cm in diameter)
(3) criticality: 56.2 L of aquatic solution with height of 23.45 cm
(4) total fission number: 1.3 x 1018 fissions.

2.2. LASL, 12/30, 1958

When the motor drive of a stirrer was started to mix separated phases in plutonium
process tank, the initial action forced solution up the tank wall, displacing the outer portion
of the upper layer and thickening the central region, thus changing the system reactivity
from about 5$ subcritical to super-prompt critical and a power excursion occurred.

(1 ) chemical form: organic layer containing 3.27 kg Pu
(2) container: 850 L, 96 cm diameter cylindrical tank
(3) criticality: 160 L organic solution with thickness of 21.6 cm
(4) total fission number: 1.5 x 1017 fissions.

2.3. ICPP, 10/16, 1959

The concentrated uranyl nitrate solution was inadvertently siphoned from a favorable
geometry container to a non-favorable one during air sparging operation. Solution boiling
lasted about 20 min, removing half of the 800 L solution volume.

(1) chemical form: uranyl nitrate solution (93% 235U enrichment)
(2) container: 1 9 m3 tank of slab geometry
(3) criticality: 200 L of the solution added to 600 L water remained in the

slab tank
(4) total fission number: 4 x 1019.

2.4. ICPP, 1/25, 1961

A bubble of high-pressure air (residuum from an earlier line unplugging operation)
forced some uranyl nitrate solution into a cylindrical evaporator.
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(1) chemical form: uranyl nitrate solution (93% 235U enrichment) concentration of
2009 235 U/L

(2) container: cylinder of 61 cm diameter and 122 cm height
(3) criticality: 40 L of the fissile solution in the cylinder
(4) total fission number: 6 x 1017 fissions.

2.5. Hanford, 4/7, 1962

A receiver tank overflowed into the hood. Leaving a solution containing the about 45g
Pu/L on the floor and in the sump. The operator, contrary to orders, opened the valve that
allowed the solution to be siphoned to an unfavorable transfer tank.

(1) chemical form: plutonium complex solution
(2) container: transfer tank of 46 cm diameter and 41.5 cm height
(3) criticality: abouti L organic solvent and 46 L aquatic solution containing

some 1500 g Pu
(4) total fission number: 8 x 1017 fissions.

2.6. Wood River Junction, 7/24, 1964

A bottle of concentrated uranyl nitrate solution was mistaken for trichloroethane, and
an operator poured it into a non-favorable geometry makeup tank:

(1) chemical form: uranyl nitrate solution (93% 235U enrichment)
(2) container: cylinder of 45.7 cm diameter and 66 cm height
(3) criticality: some 10 L of uranyl nitrate solution poured into the makeup

tank containing 41 L of sodium carbonate solution
(4) total fission number: 1.3 x 1017 fissions.

2.7. Windscale, 8/24, 1970

During the solution transfer in the process line, plutonium stripped from the aqueous
solution was accumulated in the organic solvent, finally reached criticality with some 30
gPu to the solvent.

(1) chemical form: plutonium organic solution
(2) container: cylinder of 61 cm diameter and 68.6 cm height
(3) criticality: some 40 L of TBP/kerosene containing 55 g Pu/L and 50 L of

plutonium nitrate solution containing 6 g Pu/L
(4) total fission number: 1 x 1015 fissions.

2.8. ICPP, 10/17, 1978

The accident occurred in a shielded cell of a fuel reprocessing plant in which solutions
from the dissolution of irradiated reactor fuel were processed by solvent extraction to
remove fission products and recover the enriched uranium. Valve leaked water caused
dilution of the feed solution due to equipment failure, subsequently, the enriched uranium
was removed from the column IB organic and recycled into the input of column IA, resulted
in a steady increase in the uranium inventory in the two scrubbing column, and finally
reached criticality.

(1) chemical form: uranyl nitrate solution and organic solvent
(2) container: cylindrical scrub column
(3) criticality: some 8.49 to 10.55 kg of 89% 235U enriched uranium

accumulated in the column
(4) total fission number: 3 x 1018 fissions.
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2.9. LASL, Dec. 1949

When two new control rods were being tested to be installed in the water boiler
reactor, an excursion was occurred by pulling both rods inadvertently for a short time.

(1) chemical form: 235U uranyl nitrate solution
(2) container: 30 cm diameter stainless steel sphere reflected by graphite
(3) criticality: removal of the two rods increased reactivity of 13.6 L of the

uranyl nitrate solution
(4) total fission number: 4 x 1 défissions.

2.10. Hanford, 11/16, 1951

A plutonium nitrate solution in an unreflected aluminum sphere tank was measured
of its critical mass, and during the approach to criticality, the power excursion had
occurred as a result of withdrawing a remotely controlled safety rod.

(1) chemical form: plutonium nitrate solution
(2) container: 51 cm diameter aluminum sphere tank
(3) criticality: 93% full of the spherical tank (64 L)
(4) total fission number: 8 x 1016 fissions.

2.11. ORNL, 5/26, 1954

While the uranium fluoride solution was at some 100 cm height in the annular cylinder
experimental tank, the central poison cylinder tilted from the proper position.

(1) chemical form: uranyl fluoride solution
(2) container: 25.4 cm outer diameter cylinder with 5.1 cm diameter inner

rod
(3) criticality: 55.4 L of a water solution of UO2F2 containing 18.3 kg of

enriched (93% 235U) uranium
(4) total fission number: 1 x 1017 fissions.

2.12. ORNL, 2/1, 1956

An increment of solution was added in the experiment, and the transient period
decreased so rapidly the safety devices were actuated. In the falling scram, a cadmium
sheet slightly deformed at the bottom, set up a wave motion and created a super-prompt
critical geometry.

(1) chemical form: 235U uranyl fluoride solution
(2) container: 76 cm diameter cylindrical tank
(3) criticality: the solution filled to a depth of 13 cm with 58.9 L of aqueous

solution containing 27.7 kg of 235U as the compound UO2F
(4) total fission number: 1.6 x 1017fissions.

2.13. ORNL, 1/30, 1968

Motion of an air bubble caused addition of enough solution to excursion in a spherical
tank during determination of incremental reactivity values.

(1) chemical form: 233U uranyl nitrate solution
(2) container: 5.84 L spherical tank
(3) criticality: the tank nearly full of 167 g U/L uranyl fluoride solution
(4) total fission number: 1.1 x 1016 fissions.
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3. DERIVATION OF A SIMPLIFIED MODEL TO ESTIMATE THE MAXIMUM TOTAL FISSION
NUMBER [2]

Once some reactivity is added to the fissile solution system beyond criticality, the
excess reactivity is eventually compensated by the rise of solution temperature mainly due
to its thermal expansion. This is based on one point adiabatic approximation model
applicable for negative reactivity temperature coefficient systems and so called "Reactivity
Balance Model" [3]. The basic equations are directly derived from the RBM as follow:

p ( t ) =p a d d - | f f r |X lT { t ) -T (o ) ]=>o f (1 )
dT( t) /d t = P ( t) /Cp, (2)

where

p ( t): system reactivity ( A k/k)
padd: added reactivity ( A k/k)
JCTT|: reactivity temp. Coeff. (Ak/k/°C)
T{ t): temperature(°C) at time t
P ( t): power density ( J/s/ g) at time t
Cp: specific heat (J/° C/g).

From Eqs (1) and (2), one can obtain the following expression predicting the total fission
numbers:

F - 3.3x1010.Cp.padd/krTI.Vs.ds (3)

where

F: total fission number (fissions)
Vs: solution volume ( cm3 )
ds: solution density ( g/ cm3 ).

In the above equation, assumptions are made that the nuclear reaction is eventually
ended by the temperature rise of solution ,*T = padd/loTI. and the solution temperature is
below the boiling point.

Now, parameters depending on the solution composition are put together to make a
complex parameter 0 and Eq. (3) becomes as follows:

F - padd .Vs/0 ( 4 )
0 = [3 . 3x 1010. Cp.ds/I <7TI T1

3 x 10-l1-loTl/Cp/ds.

Eq. (4) shows that total fission number is linearly dependent on both added reactivity
padd and solution volume Vs provided the solution composition is not changed. Fig. 1
illustrates the relation between padd and Vs with a fission number F = 1 x 1019 fission
constant. In general,the more fissile material enrichment is concerned, the greater the
parameter 0 will be, thus, in the case of a constant resultant total fission number, the
solution volume will be increased with the same reactivity added into the system.

Substituting padd/laTl (eventual temperature rise) in Eq. (3) by the maximum considered
from the usual operating temperature 20°C to the boiling point 110°C, and Cp and ds
respectively in the same equation by the maximum values obtained from their empirical
prediction models [4], [5], one can obtain the following equation:

F, = 2.6x1013-Vs (5)
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It is seen from the above derivation process that Eq. (5) containing only Vs as
variable, is a simplified prediction model for a conservative total fission number in any
solution supercriticality irrespective of fuel composition, fissile material enrichment,
concentration, vessel shape and reactivity addition. Furthermore, it is considered that when
solution should begin to boil, the residual reactivity could be drastically reduced by
generating a constant bubble flow, thus, after a comparatively long time (several hours in
some cases) of vaporization, the nuclear reaction would be finally ended due to lack of
neutron moderation or increased neutron leakage from lowered liquid level. Consequently,
Eq. (5) could be a good prediction model for a maximum total fission number applicable to
any solution criticality accident.

To apply to the extreme case of solution boiling, Eq. (5) is modified to include
vaporization heat loss to obtain the following equation:

where

Lv:
ds:
f„:

2 . 6 x 10I3.VS + 3 . 3 x 10'3.Lv.ds.Vs.fv
6x 1013.V,

vaporization heat (2.26 x I03- J/g)
solution density (1. 84 • g/cm3 )
fraction of vaporization (1/4) .

(6)

4. COMPARISON OF THE PRESENT MODEL WITH THE CRAC EXPERIMENTS AND THE
PAST SOLUTION CRITICALITY ACCIDENTS

The CRAC (Conséquences Radiologiques d'un Accident de Criticité) [6] experiments
performed in France have direct applicability to estimate effectiveness of the present
model.
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The following are the main items describing the CRAC:

(1) uranium nitrate solution of 93% 235U enrichment,
(2) uranium concentration, from 21.4 gU/l to 320.0 gU/l,
(3) cylindrical vessel diameters, 30 cm and 80 cm,
(4) added reactivity, approximately from 0.3$ to 10$.

The 21 integral data sets selected from the CRAC experiments have been used to
give excellent calculated results by Eq. (5) enveloping the measured total fission numbers.
One set of experiment was concerned with extreme conditions such as continuation of
solution boiling and concentration, and the measured fission number is over the predicted
value by Eq. (5).

Comparisons have also been made for the present model with the actual total fission
numbers observed in the past solution system accidents. Total of 10 criticality accidents,
mostly of process plant fissile systems together with three experimental systems, are used
to prove validity of the present prediction model. These accidents are briefly reviewed in
the chapter 2 of this report, and most of these data gave total fission number predicted by
Eq. (5) well below the actual values. One of the 10 accidents gave the measured total
fission number almost double of that predicted by Eq. (5). In this case, the solution boiling
was reported to last for a long time.

Figure 2 shows that most experiment and accident data of fission numbers are well
below the Eq. (5) prediction line, designated by F1, and the exceptional 2 cases mentioned
above can be contained by the modified model,i.e, Eq.(6), line designated by F2. In this

10

Vs (cm0)

F ig. 2 Some s impl i f ied evaluation curves,
and F1 = 2.6X10 l 3 -Vs (0<Vs<oo),

F2 = 6.0X101 3 -Vs (0<Vs<oo)
wi th CRAC experimental data (X)
and past accident data (O) -
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figure are also shown the conventional evaluation curves obtained from other researchers'
publications [7-9].

5. CONCLUSION

A new simplified evaluation model for scale of solution criticality accident is proposed.
The proposed model can predict the maximum total fission number for safety assessment,
applicable to any kind of fissile solution irrespective of fissile material, solution medium,
composition, concentration, vessel shape, dimensions. The accuracy and reliability of the
predicted results have been well confirmed by comparison with many available
experimental data and experienced accident data.
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Abstract

Work on integrating plutonium into the nuclear fuel cycle has been underway since the mid-
1970s. This work is the first stage of implementing the closed fuel cycle. Unlike the traditional
technologies of fuel cycle, based on aqueous fuel reprocessing and fuel element manufacture with
a compact pellet column, the fuel cycle at RIAR is based on "dry" methods of fuel reprocessing and
on the fuel element manufacture by means of vibropacking. In the last 15 years there was a wide
scope of investigations of fast reactor fuel cycles. In the process of these investigations, experience
was gained in both the problem of providing safe initiation of civil plutonium into the fast reactor's
fuel cycle and in operation of pilot facilities for remote manufacture of granulated fuel, fuel elements
and assemblies. The automated, remotely controlled, pilot facilities complex at RIAR was located
in shielded chambers and was capable of producing 40-50 fuel assemblies of the BOR-60 reactor
per year. In the course of experimental operation from 1977 to 1986, there were produced about
2 tonnes of granulated fuel containing 1 tonne of Pu of different isotopic compositions and origins.
More than 11 thousand fuel elements (300 fuel assemblies) were manufactured for BOR-60. The
experience and knowledge gained in this operation was the basis for redesign of the pilot facilities
complex, using the existing shielded chambers and remote servicing means to produce U-Pu oxide
fuel, fuel elements and fuel assemblies for the BN 600 fast power reactors. Pilot research complex
operation was started in 1 989 and 26 fuel assemblies for BN-type reactors have been produced so
far. The available capacity of fuel reprocessing, fuel elements and assemblies manufacture allow
about 40 fuel assemblies to be produced per year for fast power reactors.

1. INTRODUCTION

Work incorporating Pu into the fast reactor fuel cycle has been performed since the
mid-1970s [1, 2]. Development of production technologies for mixed fuel, fuel elements
and fuel assemblies is the first stage of implementing the closed U-Pu fuel cycle of nuclear
reactors.

Unlike the traditional technologies of fuel cycle based on aqueous fuel reprocessing
and fuel element manufacture with a compact pellet column, the fuel cycle at RIAR is
based on "dry" methods of fuel reprocessing followed by the granulated fuel production
and on the fuel element manufacture technology by means of vibropacking [2].
Experimental work on this technology applied to fuel reprocessing, production of fuel
elements and fuel assemblies with such fuel was carried out using civil Pu. Civil Pu
produced from the WER type reactors fuel reprocessing differs considerably from U and
"weapon" Pu in terms of radiotoxic characteristics. Its handling requires remote control
equipment. This equipment was designed to initiate the fast reactors closed fuel cycle, and
the equipment experienced some fuel contamination.
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2. DESIGN OF FUEL ELEMENTS AND ASSEMBLIES

The new technology being developed at RIAR is the use of a vibropacking fuel
element fabrication [1]. Such a fuel element revealed unique properties when used in the
fast reactor [3, 4]. Along with higher serviceability, the vibropac fuel element possesses
the advantage of allowing its production in shielded chambers [3, 4].

Basically, the fast reactor fuel element (Fig. 1 ) is a stainless steel tube along which,
on the supporting structure are located (from bottom to top along the coolant movement),
the lower blanket, the fuel core, upper blanket and holder. The internal cavity of fuel
element is filled with helium. Over the faces the cladding is welding with plugs. To provide
remote control of fuel element in a beam, the cladding surface is wire-wound. Inside the
fuel assembly the fuel elements are placed along the triangular lattice and the fuel element
beam is located in the fuel assembly wrapper (Fig. 2). The fuel assembly top has a head
to assist transport operations. The tail at the bottom locates the fuel assembly in the
reactor pressure collector and ensures the coolant flows past it.

3. FLOW SHEET OF FUEL, FUEL ELEMENTS AND ASSEMBLIES PRODUCTION

Structural and technological ways to implement the closed fuel cycle using civil Pu
were developed at the pilot facilities complex including the facility for fuel granulation and
that for fuel element and fuel assembly production [5]. The main requirement for producing
fuel elements and fuel assemblies with civil Pu was to minimize the number of operations
performed in shielded chambers, thus, providing the reliable operation of equipment as well
as simple maintenance and repair [6]. Production process flow sheets are given in Figs 3-5.

The pyro-electro-chemical method of oxide fuel granulation in the alkaline metal
chlorides melt is well established and is used for production of both mixed U-Pu fuel and
for separately granulated U or Pu dioxides. The degree of fuel decontamination from fission
products requires remote handling and fuel element loading [7].

The granulated fuel has polydispersed content with the maximum granules size 1000
microns. The density of particles is 10.7-10.8 g/cm3. Direct yield of U and Pu to the
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prepared product is 99%. Operating experience at the facility showed that the pyro-electro-
chemical method was compact, produced small amounts of liquid, solid and gaseous
wastes, and was ecologically safe [8], Fuel element and fuel assembly production is carried
out in two different parallel shielded chambers connected by a heavy box with the
decontamination facility in it. The fuel element production line equipment is located in
chamber N4. Preparation of the fuel for the fuel element, its charging into the fuel element
cladding, vibropacking, loading of the upper blanket and fuel element upper plug, fuel
element sealing are done at this location.

The equipment for fuel element control, fuel assembly mounting and testing of the
fuel element production line is in chamber N5. After leak testing of each fuel element at
500±50°C in this chamber, the checking of the axial density distribution of the vibropac
fuel column is done by exposure to gamma-rays and Pu axial distribution over the vibropac
fuel column height and by measuring the inherent gamma-radiation of 239Pu [9]. The surface
quality and geometric parameters of fuel element are checked at the complex technological
stand. Multiple examinations of the fuel element surface are possible but require optical
head movement of the visual control device. The mounted fuel assembly is subject to leak
testing, hydraulic characteristics measurement, visual control of the surface, and
geometrical parameters monitoring. After weighing, the fuel assembly is loaded from the
chamber into the transport container.

All the equipment in chambers N 1-4 (except the separate units) are designed for
handling the unsealed fuel. Protection of the personnel against gamma and neutron
irradiation, and against alpha-radioactive aerosols penetrating the organism are required to
operate in these chambers. For this reason chambers N 1-4 should be classified as
"contaminated". Chambers N 1 -4 must be leak proof. Chamber N 5 is regarded as "pure".
No work with unsealed fuel is carried out there. Therefore, personnel need be protected
only against penetrating gamma and neutron irradiation. Not requiring chamber tightness
significantly simplifies its design.
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The equipment in the shielded chambers is built according to common principles. For
example, all operations of fuel element production and their transport from one stand to
another are done on a vertical line and at equal distance from the chamber floor. The
overall dimensions of the equipment and its units were limited by parameters of the remote
service devices and sluices [5]. In contrast to the granulation process, the fuel element
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production and control are automated and use the production line principle of free joining,
piece-by-piece reprocessing and transporting of products. For continuous fuel element
production, a series of ancillary operations that include all non-automated operations inside
and outside the shielded chambers are carried out (e.g. all transporting operations in
chambers connected with delivery and removal of materials or during repairs). These
operations are carried out using the remote service devices with special grips and
instruments.

Mounting, adjustment and dismantling of the equipment in chambers can be done
only with the help of manipulators and chamber cranes, partially using the manual master-
slave manipulators. Manual manipulators also serve for auxiliary operations. Special
equipment was designed to maintain and repair the equipment. When used, remote service
is performed directly in production chambers, in the specially equipped decontamination
chambers and in other ancillary facilities. All the equipment is structurally reliable from a
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nuclear safety perspective. This is achieved by avoiding fuel concentration in critical
volumes by equipment design. Exceptions include a chlorator-electrolyzer and gauge for
granulated fuel washing. Nuclear safety is achieved here by combined organization and
technical measures. For instance, loading of the start-up Pu powder or enriched U is made
to the electrolyzer which is pre-filled with the salts melt and done only in the presence of
a responsible person. Analogous conditions are required while washing deposits.

4. OPERATING EXPERIENCE OF PILOT FACILITIES COMPLEX

The purpose of the experimental operation of the pilot facilities complex (1 977-1 986)
was [6]:

development of the technology for U-Pu oxide fuel production by the pyro-electro-
chemical method;
working out and demonstration of serviceability of the vibropac U-Pu oxide fuel
element and fuel assembly design;
validation of the possibility for creating an automated remotely-controlled process line
for fuel element and fuel assembly production based on vibrotechnology;
accumulation of the operating experience of such a line as a whole and with its
separate units and systems;
study of radiation and ecological situation at RIAR during operation, maintenance and
repairs.
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In general these goals were achieved. About 1 tonne of granulated fuel with Pu of
different isotopic composition and origin were produced. This fuel was used to produce
more than 11 thousand fuel elements (300 fuel assemblies) for the BOR-60 reactor, which
allowed utilization of civil Pu in its core. The high reliability (91 - 98%) of this equipment
is comparable to the 96.5% for unremote pellet uranium fuel element production. Fuel
utilization was 99.8%, with just 0.01% losses. Wastes and recoverable product (about
3%) were directed to the process head again for conversion into granulated fuel [1].

The average Pu concentration in chambers was 8-102Bq/m3. It resulted from
operations with the fine-dispersed powder of Pu oxide during its loading into the chlorator-
electrolyzer and was concentrated within a comparatively small volume of N1 chamber. In
other chambers, because of the much lower {10000 times) capability of granulated fuel to
generate aerosols, Pu concentration in the air was several times less. Plutonium was
practically absent in chamber N5. The concentration of alpha-active substances in control
rooms did not exceed the background values.

Radiation situation at various sites under normal operating conditions remained stable
with a very low level of personnel irradiation. The site for Pu dioxide loading and the site
for products output were exceptions. In the loading box, the gamma-radiation dose rate
was (0.6-5) 10"3 mZv/h and that of the BOR-60 reactor ready fuel assembly was 4.10"3

mZv/h. However, due to the fact that fuel loading and finished product unloading occur
quickly, personnel irradiation is kept at a low level [10]. Pu outside of the shielded
chambers was not detected.

5. REDESIGN OF COMPLEX

The ten year experimental operation of the pilot facility complex which produce the
BOR-60 reactor fuel, demonstrated reliable fuel element and fuel assembly production, high
reliability of the equipment and management systems, and a normal radiation situation.
Positive results of the pilot facility complex operation formed the basis for its redesign to
produce the BN-600 reactor fuel, fuel elements and fuel assemblies [5]. Redesign of the
complex was carried out using the existing shielded chambers and was executed in several
stages. The first stage included fuel unloading, decontamination of the inner chambers and
technological equipment. The equipment was dismantled and sent to the low-activity waste
storehouse. Surface alpha-activity did not exceed 5 cm"2 min"1. Concentrations in the air
allowed mounting works without applying any special personnel protection. The newly
manufactured equipment was installed in the prepared chambers.

Operational changes resulted from increases in the granulation facility productivity
and by transition to the BN 600 power reactors fuel production with its considerably larger
overall dimensions compared to the BOR-60 fuel. Simultaneous fuel loading into the
chlorator-electrolyzer was increased from 5 to 30 kg. The mass of fuel assemblies
produced at the pilot facility complex grew from 10 to 100 kg. Currently the annual
productivity of the pilot facility complex is such that it permits production of granulated
fuel up to 1.5 tonnes and manufacture of as many as 40 fuel assembly by vibropacking
for the BN type reactors [1].

CONCLUSION

Operating experience of RIAR to utilize Pu in the fast reactors closed fuel cycle
confirmed the utility of the pyro-electro-chemical technology of granulated fuel production
and vibropacking. As of 1993 about 550 kg of civil Pu were reprocessed for usage in the
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BOR-60, BN-600 reactors and BFS in Obninsk. In all operations the radiological effect of
the technologies on the personnel and environment were monitored. The structure created
for recycling fuel complies with operating requirements for civil Pu even when Am-241
isotope is accumulated in it. Thus, operating experience of RIAR demonstrated the viability
of producing fast reactors mixed U-Pu oxide fuel, using civil Pu.
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PLUTONIUM PRODUCTION AND STORAGE
AT BNFL SELLAFIELD, UNITED KINGDOM

B. LEIGH
British Nuclear Fuels pic,
Sellafield, Cumbria,
United Kingdom

Abstract

Plutonium has been safely produced and stored at BNFL Sellafield for over 40 years. Although
the basic chemical processes have not significantly changed throughout that time, the designs of
the plants and stores have continuously improved to meet increased capacity requirements and
more demanding safety standards for plant operators and the public. Features of the plants that
have evolved include those addressing external radiation, containment, criticality, liquid effluent and
ventilation and aerial effluent. Examples of these changes will be described and their current status
discussed, illustrating how the modern currently operating plants and stores incorporate multiple
diverse and redundant features to ensure safety under normal and fault conditions. As well as some
reference to design standards and codes of practice, comments will be made on the procedures by
which the safety of the operating plant may be demonstrated to both BNFL and the regulatory
authorities. These include continuous review and audit together with hazard and probabilistic risk
assessments. In addition to considering the currently operating plants, some reference will also be
made to future plants, primarily the THORP facility, to illustrate the continuing evolution of the
plants. The paper will thus present an overview, supported by specific examples, of the
development and safe operation of a large scale plutonium finishing plant and storage facility.

1. INTRODUCTION

Reprocessing and plutonium production commenced at Sellafield in the early 1 950's.
At that time facilities were relatively small scale and by comparison with modern plants,
rudimentary. In the early 1960'sthe start of the UK Civil Nuclear Programme resulted in
a large increase in the amount of plutonium being produced and requiring storage. A
considerable increase in scale, quality and complexity of plants occurred at this time.
Utilization of this plutonium in fast reactors and thermal mixed oxide fuels was envisaged
and consequently long term storage of plutonium was not the prime option; package and
store design was appropriate for such short term storage. As the Magnox reactor
programme further developed, a major new plant and storage facility was designed and
developed in the late 1 970's. At this time it was recognized that a considerable proportion
of the plutonium would not be used for periods in excess of five years and particular
emphasis was made on the stores and storage containers. With the evolution of the THORP
project at the end of the 1970's and throughout the 1 980's further consideration was
given to the design of the product plant, storage facility and containers.

BNFL Sellafield has now the facilities to safely process plutonium at rates of tonnes
per year and to safely store tens of tonnes of plutonium. Such a position has been
achieved by gradual development over the years and by continuing attention to safety.

Plutonium oxide production has been primarily based on the oxalate precipitation
process from plutonium nitrate although some other processes have been tried on a small
scale such as peroxide precipitation and direct thermal denitration. In addition, some
processes involving co-precipitation of Pu and U nitrates have been employed for mixed
oxide fuels.
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The oxalate process, as used at Sellafield, involves conditioning of the plutonium
nitrate to ensure the plutonium is in the tetravalent state, adjustment of the concentration
to an optimum level and reaction with an excess of oxalic acid. Precipitation of hydrated
plutonium oxalate is followed by a filtration stage with washing of the precipitate prior to
decomposition of the oxalate and calcination of the product oxide. Treatment of the
supernate to recover residual unreacted Pu is undertaken.

This overall chemical process has remained essentially unchanged but substantial
evolutionary changes in the plant and process control have occurred; for example, the
move from batch to continuous process and from direct manual control to logic control to
distributed control systems.

2. PLUTONIUM PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT

With the increase in the UK Magnox reactor programme in the 1 960's came a rise in
the rate of production of plutonium. At Sellafield a major new Pu Finishing Line was
constructed consisting of a single line of gloveboxes linked via a conveyor tunnel and
arranged in a corridor behind a semi-sealed shield face with observation windows. The
original intent was that all operations would be undertaken by means of manipulators and
remote control transport, systems. As such, the gloveboxes were designed with minimal
shielding with high visibility ie large perspex windows in steel frames. Additional shielding
was fitted retrospectively to these panels to minimize radiation levels.

The absence of partitioning or segregating barriers between gloveboxes and
difficulties in maintaining facilities without breaking the glovebox containment made
operations difficult within this area.

Ventilation of the gloveboxes was, for certain gloveboxes, controlled by diaphragm
valves that could automatically provide additional emergency extract flow if a breach in
containment occurred.

Criticality safety of the batch process plant was reinforced by mass balance
considerations as well as safe configuration, eversafe dimensions and concentration limits.
All criticality safety cases employed the double contingency principle. Periodic major clean
outs of the conveyor system were required to confirm mass balance values.

Treatment of the supernate liquor arising from the oxalate precipitation involved
further precipitation using potassium hydroxide and filtration of the resulting solids.
Although the alpha activity in the liquor was substantially reduced by this method, some
activity was discharged to the site effluent stream.

With the increase in plutonium production rates in the 1970's, it became apparent
that the production facility would require major refurbishment or replacement on a variety
of grounds:

(i) Insufficient capacity and reliability as a batch process.

(ii) The need to reduce levels of manual intervention and avoid maintenance undertaken
whilst wearing protective clothing.

(iii) The need to further reduce workers' external and potential internal dose rates in line
with new standards.

(iv) The need to reduce alpha bearing liquid effluent discharges in line with new targets.
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A decision was taken to replace the facility with a continuous process plant capable
of operating until the end of the Magnox reactor programme whilst meeting the current and
projected safety standards. A major development programme was undertaken to choose
equipment and to prove these inactively with extended running. The resulting design was
significantly different to that of previous plants; the plant items being arranged vertically
rather than horizontally. Only liquid reagents and plutonium nitrate requiring pumping to the
top of the plant, powder product flow being under the influence of gravity.

Experiences of powder handling systems in the previous plutonium facility and fuel
fabrication plants involved a variety of mechanical and pneumatic systems none of which
were entirely satisfactory in engineering terms.

Glovebox design was significantly improved with heavy steel gamma shielding,
shielded gloveports and lead glass windows. Ergometric considerations were incorporated
wherever possible. Localized neutron shielding was fitted around bulk sources such as
hoppers. Each main plant item was enclosed within a separate cell with its own access
sub-cell. Operations within these cells are undertaken wearing additional respiratory
protection as a precaution against accidental loss of containment. Radiological conditions
in these cells can be maintained to the same level as other operating areas in the plant.
Maintenance and events affecting one plant item therefore would not affect other parts of
the plant. Operations are controlled from a centralized Operational Control Centre, but
separate Health Physics Control Room. Control is by means of a logic control system with
a cascade interlock system capable of safely shutting down the plant without manual
intervention if alarms are not responded to within certain response times. All essential
parameters are monitored by several diverse systems to minimize common mode fault
problems.

Within the gloveboxes, primary containment was maintained wherever possible;
minimisation of the effects of breaches of glovebox containment being achieved by rapidly
activating emergency extract systems. Control of these was based on fluidic devices
known as vortex amplifiers which achieve high reliabilities by the absence of any moving
parts. These replaced diaphragm operated sensing valves that were prone to unreliable
activation on sudden demand.

All glovebox extract flows are subjected to three levels of HEPA filtration, one level
local to the glovebox, the remaining two sets in a filter bank prior to discharge via a high
level stack. Monitoring of activity levels occurs before, between and after the final two
levels of filtration. Ventilation fans are duplicated with auto change over on failure; the
filtration having significant spare capacity. All building airflows are doubly filtered at the
inlet and outlet points, again with substantial excess capacity. Monitoring of operating
areas such as corridors and cells is by means of space and duct alpha-in-air monitors with
a high level of plutonium-radon discrimination. These are linked to an automatic evacuation
system that will recommend evacuation when airborne activity levels reach certain levels
at a number of points in an array. This system is located in the Health Physics Control
Room located on the periphery of the plant an contains both monitoring and emergency
control systems such as Criticality Incident Detection systems, Emergency Shutdown
systems, Ventilation Control panels and emergency power switching systems. As such it
serves as the plant emergency re-entry point.

Alpha bearing liquid effluent discharges from the plant were significantly reduced by
the recycling of the supernate from the oxalate precipitation to the main reprocessing plant.
All other continuous effluent flows such as cooling water are monitored prior to discharge
to the liquid effluent drainage system.

In a continuous product production plant the basic criticality principles remained the
same but analysis of fault conditions was complicated by the need to incorporate a time
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for an unsafe situation to develop particularly if devices intended, for example, to detect
leaks failed. The application of probabilistic risk assessments enabled adequate safety to
be demonstrated under failure sequences involving plant item failure and human error.

Plutonium production in the THORP plant will be in a plant that is essentially similar
to that of the Magnox plant but incorporating refinements, some of which have been or are
being backfitted to the current plants. Primary containment is further improved at the
oxalate filtration stage and also at the furnace gas outlet where sintered metal blow-back
filters are being used. Additional shielding is fitted due to the higher levels of both gamma
and neutron radiation. Control of these plants is by means of a distributed control system
that allows local operation overseen by a centralized control room.

3. PLUTONIUM STORAGE DEVELOPMENT

Early plutonium oxide packages consisted of screwtop plastic containers, usually
polythene or polypropylene welded into two layers of PVC bags. These packages
containing either 2 or 5 kg of oxide were placed into other containers of aluminium or mild
steel with a variety of closure systems such as push fit lid, rolled seam joint or a screw on
lid. With an expected storage period of about a year, the containers were stored either in
simple secure safes or simple open racks in a secure vault ie with minimally engineered
features.

With the increase in PuO2 arisings in the mid-1960's it became apparent that long
term storage of up to five years would be necessary prior to use. A development
programme adjudged that plastic inner containers were not suitable on the grounds of
alpha-radiation damage leading to reduced strength and enhanced levels of impurity in the
oxide. Similarly tin plated mild steel and copper showed signs of corrosion and impurities
whereas aluminium and stainless steel showed no such affects and were chosen for
extended development. At this time, the primary inner pack was changed to aluminium
whilst the double PVC bag and outer mild steel or aluminium container were retained.

Storage of these containers was in a store that required manual placement of the
package in an array of horizontal racks. Some steel shielding was provided over the racks
to reduce gamma dose rates and the stores although ventilated were not force cooled.

With an increasing production of Pu02 and only a proportion being re-utilized on a
short timetable, it became apparent that storage periods in excess of five years would
become commonplace. An examination of the physical properties of small samples was
undertaken as the first steps to provide basic design information for a new generation of
stores and packages. These early studies showed PuO2 to adsorb moisture in amounts and
at a rate dependent upon the surface area of the product. Larger scale (I kg scale)
experiments confirmed the small scale experiments and revealed that in addition to
moisture, atmospheric gases were also adsorbed into the Pu02. However, whereas
moisture was rapidly adsorbed and reached an equilibrium value dependent on surface
area, the atmospheric gases were adsorbed at a constant rate for many months with no
obvious equilibrium value. Desorption studies showed that relatively small temperature rises
led to gas emission with a maximum emission occurring between 1 50-200°C. A supporting
programme involving the opening of a variety of stored packages to study gas adsorption
and desorption whilst supporting the experimental results, also revealed degradation
sometimes serious, of the PVC intermediate bags.

The recommended package forthe new store design consisted of an aluminium screw
top bottle with an intermediate wrapper of polythene all contained within a stainless steel
deep drawn seamless container. Final closure of the outer container was by means of an
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interference fit stainless steel lid which was then welded using an overlapping resistance
weld method.

Proof testing of the package design involved destructive testing by pressurization of
dummy welded outer containers produced under both "normal" conditions and deliberately
faulted conditions and also at elevated temperatures. Only a single failure mechanism
involving tearing of the fuel weld was revealed. Drop testing of dummy packages in all
orientations and onto a variety of targets was also involved.

It was expected that desorption processes inside a sealed PuO2 package would be
more complex than those experienced on uncontained samples. To confirm the
performance of the package under the heating conditions that could be experienced in a
store with failed ventilation, ie failed cooling, selected full plutonium oxide packages were
heated and the pressure generated inside was monitored.

To avoid excessive stressing of the outer stainless steel container, a null deflection
method was employed; a heated pressure vessel surrounding the container was pressurized
to exactly compensate for the internal pressure. From this limiting values for acceptable
outer package temperatures and acceptable moisture levels for the oxide were developed.

The increasing amounts of PuO2 requiring storage coupled with increases in heat
generation and radiation due to higher reactor burn-ups, suggested that the new generation
of stores would require storage at higher densities if the scale was to be acceptable. This
would necessitate enhanced levels of shielding, minimisation of manual handling, and a
better understanding of how PuO2 packages performed under different conditions and of
the effects of ventilation.

The store design consists of large, thick walled concrete cells containing racks
accessible only through loading ports sealed with shield plugs in the operating face of the
cell. Loading of containers to the racks is by means of a shield block and remote
mechanical systems.

Cooling of the store's contents are necessary due to the radiolytic heat generated
within the cells. This is undertaken by forced air flows around the racks; sizing of the
system is sufficient for the maximum heat load predicted within a 50 year lifetime for a full
store. Full double HEPA filtration is fitted to all ventilation inlets and outlets.

Within the cells, criticality safety is assured by the racks retaining the containers in
a rigid array without any substantial moderator nor reflector apart from the cell walls. The
use of totally sealed packages prevents absorption of additional moisture under normal or
fault conditions.

Protection against external hazards such as seismic events, aircraft crashes and
extreme weather conditions necessitates that the walls of the plutonium storage cells are
of massive reinforced concrete. Whilst these provide gamma and neutron shielding they
also act as significant thermal insulators and prevent heat transfer from the cells, except
by means of the forced ventilation. Under ventilation fault conditions there is inevitably a
significant temperature rise inside the cell. At the design and commissioning stages of the
store, modelling of the temperature performance was undertaken and experiments
conducted using electrical heaters in sections of the cell to predict the maximum
permissible heat load in the cell, and also to give an indication of how long a lack of
ventilation could be tolerated.

Significant excess fan capacity is incorporated in the store design; the inlet and
extract fans being separately located to minimize the effect of a single event preventing
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all air movement in the stores. Spare fan units and motors are also held separate from the
store to ensure common cause failures such as fire does not permanently disable all fans.

Power supplies are also robustly designed in that two physically separated feeder
cables supply the building, each is also capable of connection to an emergency supply
board backed by the site standby diesel generator station or by mobile generators.

Emergency steam supplies are available from a packet boiler system located near the
plant.

For the next tranche of storage capacity for Magnox PuO2 currently being designed
and built, the store concept has remained fundamentally unchanged. However a number
of refinements are being incorporated to enable endoscopie examination of packages in the
racks, and to provide container surface temperature indication.

The package and stores design have been used successfully since the late 1 970'sfor
Magnox derived PuO2. As part of a continuing study of package performance, a randomly
selected sample of containers are examined each year. One aspect of can behaviour
monitored is the overall package length and base deflection. Absorption of gases within the
welded package creates a partial vacuum and the package acts as an aneroid barometer.
A concave base indicates a sound weld and normal behaviour; a flat or convex base would
suggest some desorption process.

Modelling of radiolytic decomposition and recombination affects is being studied as
a further safety reassurance programme.

For THORP derived Pu02 the radiologically generated heat per kg will be double that
currently handled and would, if the same package design were employed, inevitably result
in thermal decomposition of the polythene intermediate wrapper. Certain contamination of
the product and possible pressurization of the package would occur.

Development of a three layer all steel package has been undertaken; the intermediate
package being cut and welded by means of laser.

Storage of PuO2 arising from the THORP plutonium facility is also within large
concrete cells with forced air cooling. Howeverthe containers are stored in re-entrant tubes
rather than racks, providing an additional level of containment between the product and
the environment. The cells are also significantly taller than those in the Magnox stores
creating a chimney effect that will ensure additional air movement to compensate for a
reduction in forced air flows.

4. SAFETY ASSURANCE

In the design, construction and operation of plutonium facilities safety issues will
direct and constrain the outcome.

All such undertakings at the Sellafield site are under the conditions of the Nuclear Site
Licence issued by the Health and Safety Executive. Discharges to the environment are
authorized by Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution and Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food.

The Licence conditions require that the Licensee make adequate suitable
arrangements for a wide variety of different safety aspects, but in general are not specific
in how to satisfy the conditions. BNFL has to propose how it intends to satisfy these
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conditions for approval by the Executive. This approach is more flexible than previous
arrangements and permits BNFL a degree of self-regulation without in any way reducing
its responsibilities nor preventing the Executive from independently assuring the safety of
the operators or the public.

In designing a plutonium facility that will satisfy these conditions use is made of the
knowledge gained on previous plants. This can be information formally encoded in Codes
of Practice such as the Atomic Energy Code of Practice (AECP) and Nuclear Fuels (NF)
series or can be that information more informally held by operators and engineers.

The codes of practice and standards represent the summary of current best practice,
knowledge and experiences gained during the development and operation of plants
throughout the company and UK nuclear industry. Regular revision ensures that these
remain pertinent.

As a way of ensuring this corporate experience and knowledge is best used each
project has appointed a Project Manager and a Client Project Manager, The former is
responsible for the implementation of the project whilst the latter represents the interests
of the plant and brings forward the plants experiences. These together with other
representatives of specialist groups comprise the Project Design Committee which will, if
appropriate, commission specific development projects in support of the project.

One of the prime duties of the Design Committee is to ensure that the plant, when
built, and operational, satisfies the safety criteria set by the regulatory authorities in terms
of risk to the operators and the public.

Presentation of the safety case, as required by the Site Licence, is by means of a
hierarchy of documents that are progressively updated as the project evolves.
Consideration of the documents is undertaken by a series of Safety Committees with a
wide ranging membership but always including some independent members. At the top tier
committee this includes industrial experts not employed by BNFL.

Comparison of the resulting risk is made against a series of BNFL risk criteria for
operators and the public. As part of the process, are also identified limits and conditions
under which the plant must operate; these become Operating Rules. Important plant items
or systems are also identified as Safety Mechanisms and lesser items as Safety Related
Devices. Maintenance of these items and responses to their failure are part of a computer
based maintenance schedule and database.

The continuing safety of the plant and operations is subject to a major review after
the first five years of operation and hence every five years. This process is called the Fully
Developed Safety Case and reviews plant operations, events and incidents by means of
techniques such as audit, HAZOP and HAZAN.

Internal auditing of safety performance is continuously undertaken at a variety of
levels ranging from the company level Health and Safety Directorate through divisional
audits, plant management audits to the self-audit by operators of their own work.

External auditing is undertaken by all authorizing departments and includes the Health
and Safety Executive (Nuclear Installations Inspectorate), Her Majesty's Inspectorate of
Pollution and Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. These act both independently and
as joint teams. In addition, other environmental agencies such as the National Rivers
Authority also monitor performance.
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5. CONCLUSION

A general review of how plutonium plants and stores have developed over the years
at BNFL Sellafield illustrates lessons learnt in a practical manner from essentially normal
operations. It is hoped that such a review will be a useful starting point for more detailed
discussion on specific aspects of plutonium plant safety.
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HM NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS INSPECTORATE'S
EXPERIENCE OF THE REGULATORY CONTROL OF THE
STORAGE, HANDLING AND TRANSPORT OF
CIVIL PLUTONIUM IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

I.N. BRITTEN
HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate,
Bootle, Merseyside,
United Kingdom

Abstract

This paper outlines the way in which regulatory control is exercised over those installations
that store, handle and transport civil plutonium in the United Kingdom. It describes some of the
difficulties that have arisen in such regulation but concludes that the present arrangements for
licensing civil installations provide ample control of the potential dangers associated with the
increasing quantities of plutonium in circulation. The views expressed are those of the author and
other HM Nuclear Installations Inspectors who have been actively involved in the regulatory
inspection of licensed plutonium-handling facilities.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the United Kingdom operations involving civil plutonium can be carried out only at
a site that has been licensed for that purpose by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE).
HM Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (the Nil) is that part of HSE that is charged with the
task of monitoring the adequacy with which licensed sites comply with the requirements
of their licences. Other UK authorities have regulatory responsibilities associated with
plutonium, primarily concerned with transport and the environment. The purpose of this
paper is to describe the regulatory activities of the Nil with regard to the storage and
handling of plutonium at licensed nuclear sites and its involvement, if any, with authorities
that have responsibility for other aspects of operations associated with plutonium.

2. REGULATORY RESPONSIBILITIES

2.1. Transport by road

Regulatory responsibility for the transport of radio-active substances by road lies with
the Department of Transport of HM Government. Under its emergency arrangements the
Nil will provide advice to Government Departments in the unlikely event of an occurrence
involving the release of radio-activity from either an irradiated fuel flask or radio-active
waste to or from a licensed site. Such an event could involve plutonium. In addition the Nil
has regulatory responsibility under the UK Ionising Radiations Regulations 1 985 with regard
to the movement of radio-active waste and irradiated fuel between licensed sites.

2.2. Transport by rail

Regulatory responsibility for rail transport lies with HM Railways Inspectorate, a part
of HSE. The Nil has no direct or advisory role.

2.3. Transport by air and sea

Regulatory responsibility lies with the UK Civil Aviation Authority and the Department
of Transport respectively. The Nil has no direct or advisory role.
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2.4. The environment - disposal

The regulation of matters involving the return of plutonium to the environment is the
responsibility of HM Inspectorate of Pollution (HM Industrial Pollution Inspectorate in
Scotland), a part of the Department of the Environment (Scottish Office in Scotland).
Current UK Government policy allows for the shallow land disposal of radio-active waste
that is designated as LLW. This can include waste containing small quantities of
plutonium-contaminated material. Such disposal sites lie within the boundary of licensed
nuclear sites at Drigg and Dounreay. Handling and storage operations at these sites are
subject to the requirements of the nuclear site licence and thus regulation by the Nil.
Liaison arrangements have been defined between HMIP (HMIPI) in order to ensure that
regulatory activities are sensibly co-ordinated. Disposal via environmental discharges to air
or sea is controlled by authorisations granted by HMIP (HMIPI) and the Ministry for
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food under the Radio-active Substances Act 1993.

2.5. Security

The Nil has no responsibility with regard to security arrangements at licensed nuclear
sites. This falls to the relevant constabulary authority.

2.6. Licensed nuclear sites

All activities at licensed nuclear sites are subject to regulation by the Nil. There are
presently 30 licensed sites in the UK. 13 of these are operating or de-commissioning power
reactors. Of the remainder 5 carry out operations specifically involving plutonium. These
operations vary in significance from the large scale re-processing, storage and fabrication
operations at Sellafield to the handling of small quantities associated with medical usage.
The majority of sites are now regulated under the same standard nuclear site licensed,
introduced progressively from 1 990.

3. THE NUCLEAR SITE LICENCE

The standard nuclear site licence consists of three parts. The declaration, signed by
HM Chief Inspector of Nuclear Installations, informs the relevant corporate organisation
that the licence has been granted. Schedule 1 defines the geographical boundary of the
site. It also describes the installations that the licence covers and the operations that may
take place in them. Schedule 2 consists of 35 conditions that are attached to each licence,
including the first condition which defines the meaning of the various terms used in the
remaining 34 conditions. The 35 standard licence conditions are intended to cover the
safety of all the activities that may take place at any licensed nuclear site from conception
to eventual de-commissioning.

The licence is not intended to tell the licensee how he should arrange and manage his
affairs. Instead, in most areas, it requires the licensee to make and implement adequate
arrangements to ensure safety in the activity related to the licence condition in question.
Once such arrangements are made they can be 'frozen' if necessary by HSE. A typical
example is given in Appendix 1. Whilst this approach allows the licensee the greatest
flexibility in safely managing his own affairs it remains necessary to establish what is
meant by 'adequate'. Other UK regulatory regimes enforced by HSE utilise non-prescriptive
legal regulations that are supported by Approved Codes of Practice (ACOPs). These ACOPs
are prepared in consultation with the industry being regulated and they represent a
consensus of good and acceptable practice. If an organisation follows the ACOP it will
satisfy the requirements of the associated regulations. This approach is not used with the
nuclear site licensing regime. Instead guidance is provided in two forms. Firstly, Safety
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Assessment Principles for Nuclear Plant ( SAPs) are a published set of safety standards
which HSE expects operators to achieve in nuclear plant designs (Ref. [1]). Comparison
exercises have been carried out to ensure that there are no major differences between the
Nil's standards published in SAPs and those of major licensees such as BNFL and UKAEA.
Although intended primarily for new designs many of the principles are equally applicable
to existing facilities. Secondly, individual Site Inspectors who are allocated to carry out
regulatory duties at licensed sites are provided with guidance for the inspection of matters
associated with each licence condition. This guidance is presently under review and
development in order to ensure that the Nil maintains a consistent and firm approach in a
field that is subject to increasing pressure to compete commercially. Site Inspectors
routinely examine arrangements at nuclear sites made under licence conditions and through
these examinations it will become clear to the licensee when their arrangements are
adequate.

It should be noted from the foregoing descripion of the standard nuclear site licence
that there are no special provisions that are directed specifically at plutonium handling and
storage.

4. REGULATION OF LICENSED NUCLEAR SITES

HM Nuclear Installations Inspectors are allocated to carry out regulatory duties at
existing licensed sites and installations. For large projects, such as a major new nuclear
re-processing plant, initial regulatory responsibility usually lies within an assessment
division of the Nil. Regulatory activity will be mainly concerned with applying the controls
necessary to ensure that the design and construction meet the necessary and accepted
standards. At a later stage, having confirmed that the plant has been designed, constructed
and commissioned as required, regulatory responsibility will be progressively transferred
to an inspection division of the Nil. This paper is concerned primarily with regulatory
inspection matters rather than design and assessment matters. However, there will be
many occasions when significant changes are made to operational facilities and these will
require the advice and support of assessment divisions. Regulatory inspection therefore
impinges on significant elements of design assessment work.

The number of Site Inspectors allocated to a licensed site will vary according to the
safety significance of the site. For example six Site Inspectors are allocated to BNFL
Sellafield whereas only one is allocated to the several Amersham International licensed
sites. Site Inspection duties will cover a wide range of activity and are partly dictated by
events at the site concerned. However, all Site Inspectors are expected routinely to check
how well the site is implementing arrangements made to comply with the licence
conditions. Of the time available for site inspection-related work, 30% is expected to be
spent on site and 60% of this is expected to be spent on licence compliance inspection.
This equates to 36 days per year. In practice an average of between 18 and 36 days is
spent on dedicated licence compliance inspection per year. Thus between 1/2 and
1 man-day should be available to be spent on each licence condition per year. At a large
site such as Sellafield where one Inspector has regulatory responsibility for 5 plutonium
facilities compliance with each licence condition within each facility should therefore be
allowed to attract only between 1/10 and 1 /5 man-day per year, in practical terms between
1 and 2 hours of inspection time per year.

These figures are not exact because individual Inspectors will adjust their inspection
programmes to account for particular concerns and because regular inspection tends to be
frequently disrupted in order to react properly to unforeseen developments. However, they
do serve to demonstrate the order of magnitude of time that is available for dedicated
regulatory inspection and emphasise that such inspection is of necessity carried out on a
sampling basis.
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5. MATTERS ARISING FROM INSPECTION

The following comments highlight some of the problematic matters of relevance to
the handling and storage of plutonium that have arisen from licence compliance inspection.
Details of the objectives of licence conditions are given in Appendix 2.

Licence conditions 4 and 5. These two licence conditions deal with the introduction
of nuclear matter onto a site, its storage on site and its transfer from the site. Accounting
procedures, arrangements for storage, records and criticality matters will feature
prominently in any arrangements made by licensees. In addition, although it has already
been stated that the Nil does not have a direct role to play in the transport of nuclear
material, the transport of such material within a licensed site is very much the Nil's
regulatory responsibility. Such transport matters and the interfaces between individual plant
and those responsible for transport therefore also feature strongly in the Nil's interest. In
practice the inspection of arrangements made under these licence conditions has proved
laborious and involved. This is largely due to the complexity of nuclear material
accountancy systems and their unfamiliarity to an outside observer who may be
introducing himself to them for the first time. In addition it is often difficult to observe
systems in use because material movements and the presence of an Nil Inspector do not
frequently co-incide. A recent inspection under these two licence conditions associated
with the handling of mixed oxide reactor fuel occupied one Inspector at site over a four
month period for three separate half-day sessions. A similar length of time was spent
preparing for the checks. In this particular case the arrangements were relatively
straightforward. A similarly detailed check at a re-processing or preparation plant would
have taken longer.

Licence condition 6. This condition is concerned with the preparation of records. The
records concerned are those that are required to demonstrate compliance with every other
licence condition in addition to those called up by individual conditions themselves.
Arrangements would also be expected to cover the security and storage of records. This
is a relatively simple licence condition and a useful inspection reference point. A point of
current interest concerns the use of electronic records. The legal position regarding their
acceptability under this licence condition has yet to be established and the technical
problems associated with retrieval of information from obsolete electronic storage must be
resolved.

Licence condition 7. This concerns arrangements for classifying, recording, reporting,
investigating and remedying the causes of incidents. Again this is a straightforward licence
condition and , apart from the inevitable differences between regulators and licensees over
the significance of incidents, causes no great regulatory difficulty. One unfortunate
characteristic of plutonium intake incidents is the length of time that it takes to gain an
accurate estimate of the significance of the intake. This can distort the urgency with which
any necessary remedial actions may be implemented. When intakes are discovered by
routine assay some time after the event it is often difficult to re-construct the
circumstances that might have been behind the cause. (The requirementto protect workers
from the effect of ionising radiations is not covered by the nuclear site licence but is
regulated under the Ionising Radiations Regulations 1985. The Nil is the regulatory
authority for these regulations on licensed sites.)

Licence condition 10. This licence condition is concerned with the need to ensure that
people are properly trained for the tasks that they have to perform. The organisational
arrangements necessary to achieve this will depend on the size and complexity of the site
but in general a licensed nuclear site will require a dedicated training department. The
arrangements should cover initial selection, on and off-job training, authorisation, refresher
training and the evaluation of training effectiveness. In the case of plutonium it would be
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expected that special training would be required to cover the hazards peculiar to the
material and the procedures necessary for its safe handling.

Licence condition 11. This requires, amongst other things, that the licensee
periodically demonstrates the adequacy of emergency arrangements. For most licensed
sites this takes the form of a major annual set-piece exercise involving outside agencies.
It aims to show that the emergency organisation is capable of carrying out whatever action
is necessary to protect the general public from the consequences of a large release of
radio-active material.

Emergency plans at reactors are customarily based on the 'reference accident'.
Complex nuclear chemical plant may have several reference accidents. Arrangements under
licence condition 11 are aimed at protecting the general public outside the site and
operators within the site. It is unusual for the reference accident at a licensed site to be a
plutonium occurrence but nevertheless the Nil would expect any site to carry out a
schedule of emergency exercises at all levels from building exercises to full scale site
exercises. Difficulties can arise when exercising plutonium incidents because of the
problems associated with establishing the necessary degree of realism.

Licence condition 14. Any installation at a licensed nuclear site must have a written
safety case to justify the safety of the facility throughout its life. These safety cases must
be periodically reviewed to ensure that any changed circumstances are taken into account.
In safety cases related to plutonium matters associated with security are not in general
covered, these being outside the legal remit of the Nuclear Installations Act 1965. Thus
although under licence condition 4 it would be expected that plutonium would be stored
in a secure facility the safety case made under licence condition 14 for such a facility
would not be expected by the site licence to consider the probability of malicious aquisition
of fissile material or the managerial measures that should be in place to mitigate against
this possibility. Neither does the Nil liaise with any authority that is responsible for such
matters. However, if it became clear to a Site Inspector during his routine inspections that
procedures appeared to be less than satisfactory then he would inevitably report this to the
appropriate authority with a view to ensuring that remedial action was taken. It should be
noted that under licence condition 31 the HSE has the power to direct that any plant,
operation or process be shut down. 'Operation' has a very wide meaning and includes the
storage and carriage of radio-active material. There are no conditions attached to any such
direction. If the HSE, based on the Site Inspector's recommendation, decides that it wishes
to shut down an operation then it may issue a direction to do so. In practice this would not
be done for other than very serious safety concerns.

Licence condition 22. All plant, systems and equipment need to be modified from time
to time. In the case of stored material with the longevity of plutonium many modifications
will be made to its storage and handling facilities. Licence condition 22 requires
modifications (and experiments) to be appropriately controlled. In view of the longevity of
plutonium the need to maintain adequate records assumes some significance. Again the
subject of electronic records may be difficult from the legal point of view. As already noted
material accountancy systems will feature prominently under licence conditions 4 and 5.
These generally use computer based systems. The software for these systems should also
be subject to the same control that is exercised under licence condition 22 for physical
systems. It is not without the realms of science fiction to imagine the possibility of a
computer-based accountancy system being manipulated to falsify records. Experience has
shown that the control of modifications to software systems is poor.

Licence condition 23. This requires the establishment of Operating Rules that identify
any limits and conditions that may be necessary in the interests of safety. Such Operating
Rules should be carefully defined so that they achieve a useful purpose in preserving safety
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and so that they are unambiguous. It is expected that managerial arrangements will be
such as to ensure that they are never approached. Their transgression is hence regarded
as a very serious matter by the Nil and will almost certainly lead to some form of
enforcement action. Not surprisingly there is a tendency for the Nil to consider that an
Operating Rule is 'necessary in the interests of safety' when the licensee considers that
one is not necessary. A particular area of interest concerns the use of criticality clearance
certificates for defining procedures and conditions that should be observed to avoid a
criticality occurrence. The need to avoid unplanned criticalities is clearly necessary in the
interests of safety and associated conditions would be expected to feature in the
compilation of Operating Rules. This has been the subject of prolonged debate between the
Nil and licensees and still causes difficulties in some areas.

Licence condition 28. The need to carry out maintenance, inspection, test and
examination is self-evident. Ventilation, criticality detection and fire-fighting and detection
systems would be expected to be significant elements of any maintenance schedule. This
licence condition has led in a number of cases to the preparation of what amounts to a
two-tier arrangement. The more significant safety-related items are maintained to
mandatory periodicities whilst less significant items are maintained to a schedule that
allows a certain amount of discretion. Ventilation systems appear sometimes to fall into
the discretionary category whereas their importance in preventing the release of the minute
quantities of airborne activity that could lead to a significant intake might suggest that they
should fall into the higher category. In theory the requirements for maintenance could be
derived from the hazard analysis that will form part of the safety case. In reality
maintenance activity is very often based on 'custom and practice'. Conversely the
breakdown and failure rate data that could be derived from the reality of a maintenance
programme is rarely used to test or challenge any reliability assumptions made in a safety
case. In the case of plutonium the inspection and testing is expected to include matters
relevant to the long-term integrity of stored material.

Licence condition 32. This deals with the accumulation of radio-active waste. The
overall aim is to establish a commitment to reduce the amount of waste stored at a nuclear
licensed site where reasonably practicable. In addition, where storage is unavoidable,
arrangements should identify all the locations where waste is to be stored and should
control the amount, period and form of waste at each such location. Where possible waste
should be conditioned into a non-dispersible form. Experience has shown that difficulties
can arise when plutonium contaminated material enters waste streams. Conflicts of interest
can arise when those who are responsible for accounting for the plutonium have no
responsibility for its handling and storage, and those who own the material are not
responsible for its accountancy. If responsibilities and authorities are not clearly defined
and implemented it is increasingly likely that control over the material will be lost.

Licence condition 34. This requires the licensee to ensure that radio-active material
is contained so that it does not leak or otherwise escape. It also requires that any such
leaks or escapes will be detected, if they do occur, so that the cause can be identified and
remedied. Experience has shown that the majority of such leaks occur as airborne releases
or clothing contamination, usually associated with operations involving the movement of
people or items into and out of contained areas and enclosures. Relevant factors that are
repeatedly identified from incident investigations are experience, supervision, adequacy of
training, failure to follow written procedures and failures to establish the safety of unusual
or unexpected situations. These are all areas with a high level of human involvement. A
recent incident highlighted the need for plutonium liquor leak detection systems to match
the nature and behaviour of the material likely to leak.

Licence condition 35. Many older facilities are now facing the need for some degree
of de-commissioning. Some of these pre-date licensing and may have been associated with
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post-war weapons programmes when safety priorities were different to those expected
now. De-commissioning of such facilities is fraught with difficulties, particularly when there
is the possibility that old ventilation systems may be disturbed. It will often be necessary
to re-engineer systems to modern standards before work can proceed.

6. EFFECTIVENESS OF LICENSING

The foregoing comments are a selection of only some of the areas where inspection
of licence compliance has revealed difficulties that may be of relevance to the storage and
handling of plutonium. To date the Nil has not identified any areas where deficiencies in
the affairs of licensees have not been susceptible to appropriate remedial treatment under
the relevant licence condition when necessary. In addition to satisfying the requirements
of the site licence and its conditions the licensees must also meet the requirements to
protect workers and the public under the Ionising Radiations Regulations 1985 and has
general duties under the Health and Safety at Work act 1 974to protect employees and the
public from all hazards associated with site operations.

As noted in Section 2 the Nil does not have any direct involvement in matters
associated with transport. However, interface arrangements have been established
between the Department of Transport and the Nil and joint inspections, investigations and
audits are carried out from time to time. With regard to on-site transport the standard of
packagings used is often not of the same standard as those approved for off-site
movements. However, transport is defined as an 'operation' under the licence and
therefore requires a safety case that demonstrates that movements are carried out safely.
The weakest link in transport safety cases for on-site movements is in the area of the
management arrangements surrounding the transfer of packagings from despatching or
receiving facilities to the transport organisation and the Nil pays particularly close attention
to this.

The Nil has no involvement with security matters nor with safeguards inspections
carried out by Euratom Inspectors. Informal discussions have indicated that contact
between Euratom Inspectors and the Nil may be of overall benefit to the regulation task
but this has never been pursued and the different inspections continue independently and
without cross-reference.

7. CONCLUSION

The storage and handling of civil plutonium in the United Kingdom is not treated by
the Nil any differently from the storage and handling of any other radio-active substance.
Experience has shown to date that the standard licence is entirely adequate for dealing
with any associated regulatory matters on current civil nuclear sites.

The increase in quantity of plutonium in being, however, cannot diminish the
associated risks and it is therefore necessary to ensure that the safety cases that justify
its storage and handling are kept under review. This is achieved quite adequately through
existing site licences.
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Appendix 1
A TYPICAL LICENCE CONDITION

1. The licensee shall make and implement adequate arrangements for the periodic and
systematic review and reassessment of safety cases.

2. The licensee shall submit to the Executive for approval such part or parts of the
aforesaid arrangements as the Executive may specify.

3. The licensee shall ensure that once approved no alteration or amendment is made to
the approved arrangements unless the Executive has approved such alteration or
amendment.

4. The licensee shall, if so directed by the Executive, carry out a review and
reassessment of safety and submit a report of such review and reassessment to the
Executive at such intervals, within such a period and for such of the matters or operations
as may be specified in the direction.
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Appendix 2
LICENCE CONDITION OBJECTIVES

CONDITION 1 INTERPRETATION

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that there is no ambiguity in the use of
certain specified terms which are found in the text of licence conditions. It also contains
important powers for HSE to modify, revise or withdraw approvals, etc. and to approve
modifications to any matter currently approved. Where appropriate reference is made back
to the relevant statutory Acts of Parliament.

CONDITION 2 MARKING OF THE SITE BOUNDARY

The purpose of this licence condition is to delineate the extent of the site in order to
prevent unauthorised access for reasons of security, and in order to limit the risk of injury
to intruders and to other persons or damage to their property.

CONDITION 3 RESTRICTION ON DEALING WITH THE SITE

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that nothing confuses the absolute
responsibility of the licensee under the NI Act in respect of safety on the whole licensed
site. The licensee should be able to demonstrate that there are organisational procedures
to prevent individuals within the company from conveying, assigning, transferring, letting,
feuing or granting any licences in relation to the site or parts of the site without first
obtaining the Consent of the HSE.

CONDITION 4 RESTRICTIONS ON NUCLEAR MATTER ON THE SITE

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that the licensee carries out his
responsibilities to control the introduction and storage of nuclear matter on the licensed
site, (nuclear matter being fuel, sources, radioactive waste, etc, as defined by 1965 NI
Act).

CONDITION 5 CONSIGNMENT OF NUCLEAR MATTER

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that the transfer of nuclear matter other
than excepted matter and radioactive waste, to sites in the UK other than relevant sites
{relevant sites being other licensed or Crown sites as defined in 1 965 NI Act) is carried out
only with the consent of the HSE and that the licensee has adequate records of where such
nuclear matter has been sent, (except matter being as defined in 1965 NI Act and
Statutory Instruments 1826 (1 965) and 1 779 (1 978). The licensee should also be able to
demonstrate that there are organisational procedures to prevent individuals from
inadvertently consigning such nuclear matter to non-relevant sites without first obtaining
a Consent from the HSE.

CONDITION 6 DOCUMENTS, RECORDS, AUTHORITIES AND CERTIFICATES

The purpose of this licence is to ensure that adequate records are held by the licensee for
a suitable period to demonstrate compliance with licence conditions.

CONDITION 7 INCIDENTS ON THE SITE

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that incidents are notified, reported,
recorded and investigated, as the licensee considers necessary and as required by other
licence conditions or as may be specified by the HSE.
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CONDITION 8 WARNING NOTICES

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure the safety of all people on the site in
respect of their ability to be able to respond appropriately and without delay to an
emergency situation. The licensee therefore needs to ensure that all warning notices are
in appropriate places to advise people on what to do in that area in the event of fire or any
other emergency.

CONDITION 9 INSTRUCTIONS TO PERSONS ON THE SITE

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that the licensee provides all persons
allowed on the site with adequate instruction where necessary, so that they are aware of
the risks and hazards associated with the plant and its operations, the precautions that
must be taken to minimise the risk to themselves and others and the actions to be taken
in the event of an accident or emergency.

This condition is in addition to the General Duty under HASAWA section 2(2)(c) and
Regulation 1 2(a) of the IRRs.

CONDITION 10 TRAINING

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that all those people on the site who
have responsibility for an action which may affect safety are adequately trained for that
purpose.

This condition is in addition to the General Duty under HASAWA Section 2(2)(c) and
Regulation 1 2(a) of the IRRs.

CONDITION 11 EMERGENCY ARRANGEMENTS

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that the licensee has adequate
arrangements in place to respond effectively to any incident ranging from a minor on-site
event to a significant release of radioactive material.

CONDITION 12 DULY AUTHORISED AND OTHER SUITABLY QUALIFIED AND
EXPERIENCED PERSONS

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that only suitably qualified and
experienced persons perform any duties which may affect the safety of any operations on
the site or any duties required by other licence conditions or their arrangements made
thereunder.

CONDITION 13 NUCLEAR SAFETY COMMITTEES

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that the licensee sets up a senior level
committee which should consider and advise on matters which effect the safe design,
construction, commissioning, operation and decommissioning of the installations on the
licensed site and any other matter relevant to safety. The committee must have members
who are adequately qualified to perform this task and to provide a source of authoritative
advice to the licensee. The committee, however, is purely advisory and must not be
considered to have an executive function, but HSE must be informed if the advice of the
committee is not to be followed by the licensee.

CONDITION 14 SAFETY DOCUMENTATION

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that the licensee sets up arrangements
for the preparation of the safety related documentation comprising "safety cases", to
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ensure that the licensee justifies safety during design, construction, manufacture,
commissioning, operation, and decommissioning.

CONDITION 15 PERIODIC REVIEW

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that the plant remains adequately safe
and the safety cases are kept up to date throughout its lifetime, by periodically reviewing
it in a systematic manner, against the original design intent and current safety objectives
and practices.

CONDITION 16 SITE PLAN, DESIGNS AND SPECIFICATIONS

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that the licensee indicates, using a site
plan, all buildings and plant or areas which might affect safety and provides a schedule
updated as necessary giving details of each building and its associated operations.

CONDITION 17 QUALITY ASSURANCE

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that the licensee sets out the managerial
and procedural arrangements that will be used to control and monitor those actions
necessary in the interests of safety, and to demonstrate compliance with the site licence
conditions (and in particular the arrangements made under them) and any other relevant
legislation.

CONDITION 18 RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that the licensee makes and implements
adequate arrangements to assess the average effective dose equivalent to specified classes
of persons, and to notify HSE if such dose exceeds the specified level.

This is complementary to Regulation 1 3 of the IRRs.

CONDITION 19 CONSTRUCTION OR INSTALLATION OF NEW PLANT

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that the licensee provides and
implements adequate control over the construction and installation of new plant which may
affect safety.

CONDITION 20 MODIFICATION TO DESIGN OF PLANT UNDER CONSTRUCTION

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that were necessary adequate
arrangements exist to control safety-related modifications during design and construction
of plant or process.

CONDITION 21 COMMISSIONING

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that adequate arrangements exist for the
commissioning of a new or modified plant or process which may affect safety, and to
ensue qualified supervision of this work.

CONDITION 22 MODIFICATION OR EXPERIMENT ON EXISTING PLANT

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that adequate arrangements exist to
ensure that all modifications and experiments that may effect safety are adequately
controlled.
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CONDITION 23 OPERATING RULES

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that all operations that may affect safety
are supported by a safety case and that the safety case identifies the conditions and limits
that ensure that the plant is maintained in a safety condition.

CONDITION 24 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that all operations (defined in
Condition 1) which may affect safety, including any instructions to implement Operating
Rules, are undertaken in accordance with written operating instructions.

CONDITION 25 OPERATIONAL RECORDS

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that there are adequate records kept
regarding operation, inspections and maintenance of any safety-related plant.

CONDITION 26 CONTROL AND SUPERVISION OF OPERATIONS

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that safety-related operations are only
carried out under the control and supervision of suitably qualified and experienced
personnel.

CONDITION 27 SAFETY MECHANISMS, DEVICES AND CIRCUITS

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that plant is not used unless Safety
Mechanisms, Devices and Circuits are installed and maintained to an adequate standard.

CONDITION 28 EXAMINATION, INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND TESTING

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that all plant that may affect safety is
scheduled to receive regular and systematic examination, inspection, maintenance and
testing, by and under the control of suitable personnel.

CONDITION 29 DUTY TO CARRY OUT TESTS, INSPECTIONS AND EXAMINATIONS

The purpose of this licence condition is to enable HSE, following consultation, to require
the licensee to perform any tests, inspections and examinations which it may specify, and
to be provided with the results.

CONDITION 30 PERIODIC SHUTDOWN

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that any part of the plant or process shall
where necessary to allow examination, inspection, maintenance and testing to take place,
be shut down in accordance with the plant maintenance schedule; the HSE has discretion
to require its consent to the start-up of any process shut down under this condition.

CONDITION 31 SHUTDOWN OF SPECIFIC OPERATIONS

The purpose of this licence condition is to give discretionary powers to HSE to shut down
any plant or process within a given period and to require its consent to the start-up of any
process shut down under this condition.
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CONDITION 32 ACCUMULATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure that the production rate and
accumulation of radioactive waste on the site is minimised, held under suitable storage
arrangements and that adequate records are made.

CONDITION 33 DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

The purpose of this licence condition is to give discretionary powers to HSE to direct that
radioactive waste be disposed of in a specified manner.

This is related to the powers available to Authorising Departments under Section 6 of the
Radioactive Substances Act 1960.

CONDITION 34 LEAKAGE AND ESCAPE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL AND
RADIOACTIVE WASTE

The purpose of this licence condition is to ensure so far as reasonably practicable that
radioactive material and radioactive waste is adequately controlled or contained so as to
prevent leaks or escapes, and that any unauthorised leaks or escape can be detected and
reported.

CONDITION 35 DECOMMISSIONING

The purpose of this licence condition is to require the licensee to make adequate provisions
for decommissioning and to give discretionary powers to HSE to direct that
decommissioning of any plant or process be commenced or halted.
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PLUTONIUM TRANSPORT:
THE UK EXPERIENCE - 35 YEARS ON

M. CARR
Engineering and Technical Services,
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Risley, Warrington,United Kingdom

Abstract

Plutonium transport dates back to the beginning of the nuclear industry in the United
Kingdom. Advances in regulatory processes and the development of nuclear plants has led to an
internationalisation of nuclear transport. The United Kingdom, as an island, has had to develop
transport packaging and systems to meet this challenge. The safety of the transport is vested in the
packaging but the mode of transport cannot be ignored, safety and security go hand-in-hand where
international consignments are concerned. Fuel assemblies have posed further considerations of fuel
integrity and vibration control to be taken into account and the applicability of current modes of
transport and assets have to be examined against these requirements. The regulatory process
continues and imposes yet further constraints on these transports which have to be considered and
solutions found. Despite these problems, BNFL continues to be committed to the continuation of
such transports finding safe, secure and cost effective solutions.

INTRODUCTION

Although transport of radioactive material dates back to the beginning of the nuclear
industry the rapid development of nuclear plants and international trade in fuel cycle
services such as enrichment, reprocessing, etc., have led to the evolution of an
international transport infrastructure to service the industry. In the international transport
of plutonium the United Kingdom has had to face and develop a wide spectrum of transport
options due to its situation as an island.

Advances in package design and technology have been led by increasing emphasis
on safety assurance and compliance with transport regulations which in many cases
exceed those applied to other dangerous goods. In the case of certain materials, security
during transport has equal emphasis With safety in order to prevent theft or diversion of
the cargo. Such security poses special problems, and can only be described in general
terms for obvious reasons.

1. PACKAGINGS

According to IAEA philosophy the safety of the consignment is vested in the
packagings. As such they are subjected at all levels to stringent controls on design,
manufacture and operation.

Packaging varies according to the nature of the material carried and its radiological
characteristics. Complex methodologies involving dose uptake through direct or indirect
radiation contact, pathways to the environment etc, have been derived to classify each
radioactive element or combination of elements according to hazard so as to permit the
selection of the most appropriate type of packaging.
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In general the products of reprocessing, like irradiated fuel flasks require the most
stringently designed packagings, plutonium requires packages which have to demonstrate
that they retain their integrity in the most severe accident condition as defined by a series
of sequential tests. The so-called type (B) tests involve a rigorous regime of impact onto
an unyielding target followed by an all engulfing fire to prove that the containment system
remains leaktight to the prescribed limits and that radiation levels from the damaged
package do not pose an unacceptable threat to the public following such an accident.

Plutonium and M OX

Plutonium transport packaging calls for diverse packaging types to cater for its may
forms, from powder to complete mixed oxide (MOX) fuel assemblies for fast and thermal
reactors; each must serve the function of safety and protection of the public.

Although the material is in very different forms the containment standard of
packagings is the same. In practice the containment boundary for fuel rods is usually taken
to be the cladding itself which is sealed to reactor insertion standards (10~7/10~8 bar
cm3 s'1). For powders the outer packaging usually includes the containment boundary and
in general this is provided by a double 0-ring seal the integrity of which can be verified by
various pressure-drop methods, to the appropriate standard.

The requirements of the IAEA Regulations [1], with regard to the standards of
leaktightness, are very onerous for plutonium. With the mixture of isotopes derived from
reprocessing of LWR fuel the regulations restrict the allowable leakage of plutonium dioxide
to approximately 0.004//g/h under normal conditions of transport, and to 4 mg per week
under accident conditions.

Using experimental correlations between the gaseous leak rate and the possible loss
of particulate radioactive materials is the classical method for determining the level of
leaktightness to be applied to the package containment vessel. In this respect the value for
the ratio of plutonium to gas assumed to be leaking (aerosol density) is most important,
and the range of values highly disparate.

Because of the vast differences in experimental work such as Curren & Bond [2] and
Yesso et al. [3], BNFL pursued an alternative approach. This was to consider particle sizes
in relation to the dimensions of the leak path, similar to the analysis used by Anderson [4],
but by defining a 'critical crack' whose dimensions are chosen to coincide with the
dimensions of the particle under consideration. From this, and using appropriate formulae,
a gas flow can be deduced which, if not exceeded during testing, is proof that the system
has no leak paths large enough for particles to escape. In the case of a BNFL welded
storage can this value is 5 x 10"4 bar cmV, and is accepted by the UK Competent
Authority.

The systems developed by BNFL uses stainless steel cans, with welded lids, for
transport and storage. The welding procedure is subject to stringent quality assurance
regimes and the standard so produced is similar to that used in manufacturing fuel
elements.

The containment vessel currently used by BNFL which is 1 53 mm diameter has been
tested to high internal and external pressures. The lowest internal pressure at which failure
occurred was 2.5 MPa {350 psi). The system has withstood external pressures of 5 MPa
(683 psi) which is equivalent to immersion in 500 m of water.

Developments in the BNFL internal packaging will be the replacement of the
aluminium inner bottle by a stainless steel screw-lid can, sealed within a stainless steel
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cylinder by a novel method utilising a cut-and-weld sequence by a laser beam. This cylinder
in effect replaces the polythene bag presently used for 'bagging' out of a glovebox, and
is nominally contamination free. The outer can will have alpha-numeric identification
characteristics engraved on its outer surface, and in addition a system whereby a series
of grooves cut into the intermediate cylinder can be "read" and therefore the contents
identified, without removing the outer can. Prior to final welding the outer can will be
helium filled, and leak tested.

The aim of all developments has been to produce strong and demonstrably leaktight
storage containment vessels and to reduce the amount of non-contaminated waste to be
sent for final disposal.

Other packaging includes in their construction, material to shield the radiation emitted
by the radioactive contents, to dissipate the heat generated by the plutonium and to
provide impact absorption.

The latter property is also important from a quality point of view as well as safety.
For new MOX fuel complete fuel assemblies must be transported so as to avoid undue
stress on the components which might disqualify them from subsequent use in reactors.
Design solutions for packages like this are more complex because they must be both robust
and yet cradle the fuel assemblies from all shocks and transmitted vibration during
transport.

The loading and unloading of such packagings are operations often taken for granted.
They are in fact technically complex requiring prevention of damage during transfers,
prevention of criticality and the limiting of dose uptake to the operators involved.

The filling of primary containers with plutonium dioxide and the manufacture of fuel
rods takes place in shielded compartments involving as far as possible automated
processes to reduce operator intervention. There are times however when technicians in
charge of the operation must manually intervene. In these cases procedural control to limit
dose uptake becomes important as mechanical aids in completing loading and unloading
operations. The final design of the packaging can be influenced to a high degree by such
constraints.

Plutonium dioxide derived from oxide reprocessing has a higher heat output per
kilogramme than Magnox type material. Thus the older packagings are restricted to carrying
a lesser load than the current criticality clearances allow, due to the high heat output.
Hence new packaging, compatible with automatic loading systems was required and this
led to the design and development of the BNFL 1680.

The principal feature of design of the 1 680 was to transport large quantities, around
50 kg, of plutonium dioxide arising from the Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP).
It weighs approx 2.5 t, is a little over a metre diameter and a metre long, and includes
containment tubes made from a very high strength stainless steel, Ferralium. It can carry
8 of the THORP product cans and dissipate over a kilowatt of heat yet remain within the
temperature limits of the IAEA regulations. The package is designed to minimise dose
levels, by virtue of the timber shielding built in (a minimum of 200 mm) and by its
capability of being loaded and unloaded remotely either vertically or horizontally. Each of
the four carrier tubes are sealed by a cap with an outer Viton '0' ring and an inner metallic
ring, providing a verifiable containment boundary. The package is compatible with a variety
of transport modes, air sea and land transport.

For packagings designed in accordance with the preceding sections, the requirements
of the IAEA Regulations are achieved with, in most cases, only superficial damage to the
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transport package outers. It was recognised that these packages were therefore capable
of sustaining much greater damage, even though it is clear that packages tested to the
IAEA Regulations will ensure that the radiological consequences of the majority of potential
accidents will be negligible.

In giving assurance that 'beyond-design-basis' accidents did not result in step
changes in package performance, BNFL embarked upon a series of trials in which packages
would be subjected to terminal, or near terminal velocity impact onto a hard (concrete)
target. In carrying out these trials judgement must be exercised as to the percentage of
terminal velocity reached from a certain height weighed against the probability of actually
hitting the target from that height!

In 1973 a wood-cadmium design, the BNFL Type 0675, was dropped from 610m
and missed the target, thus showing how difficult it is to hit a hard target even when the
intention is deliberate! The package impacted the hard earth adjacent to the target at
80 ms"1 (1 79 mph) which was measured from detailed examination of high speed film. Only
superficial damage to the outer resulted, there was no loss of contents from the enclosed
product cans.

In 1975 the test was repeated for two O675's, and again one impacted the hard
earth surrounding the target. Leak testing of the cavity lid showed the cavity to have
retained its integrity of 5 x 10"4 bar cm3 s"1, and that the inner product cans were also
leaktight. The second 0675 struck the concrete target at 80 ms"1 with estimated average
impact decelerations of 2000g, causing the cavity to lose its integrity, though the lid and
the seal were retained; 0.043 grammes released from one of the inner product cans
(representing 0.0007% of the total surrogate contents) was retained in the cavity and not
released to the environment.

More recently in 1 984 a prototype design successor to the 0675, the 1 676 design,
was released from a height of 1 550 m. The momentum of the package at 1 25 ms"1 (280
mph) was so great that it penetrated the target [1 50 mm concrete] and the hard underfill
by approximately 370 mm; the average deceleration being calculated at over 2000 g.
Again no loss of contents resulted.

In December 1986 BNFL carried out similar tests on two Croft Associates Ltd
designs, the SAFKEG 281 6C and 281 6A, designed to carry the 1 53 mm welded can and
100 mm rolled seam tinplate can respectively. The 281 6C, released from 503 m impacted
the target at approximately 75 ms"1 (167 mph), rebounding some 6 m into the air and
coming to rest 15m away from the point of impact. Although the average decelerations
were approximately 2700 g, both of the inner product cans and the outer containment
vessel were still leaktight to the IAEA criteria for normal conditions. The 281 6A was
released from 335 m impacting the target at 61 ms"1 (136 mph) with average decelerations
of 1800 g. The inner rolled-seam tinplate cans were still leaktight to their pre-drop
standard, as was the outer containment vessel.

The design experience gained from these trials is embodied in the 1680 package
which, in a programme of development work, has covered all of the IAEA test criteria,
either by physical test or theoretical assessment. This work will provide the basis of a
submission for UK Competent Authority Approval against IAEA regulations.

In order to meet the expected Japanese national adoption of test criteria similar to
the US NUREG 0360 [5] BNFL extended the development programme of the 1 680.

To carry out the high speed impact requirement of 1 30 ms"1 for this series of tests
BNFL engineers designed an overpack shock absorber to supplement the strength of the
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package and designed and constructed a 4500 te target of steel and reinforced concrete.
A special track was built, enabling the prototypes to be carried by a rocket-powered sled.

Following a successful side-on impact at the prescribed speed at full scale, the
package was then subjected to the rest of the NRC criteria of crush, punch and slash tests,
fire and immersion, and BNFL are satisfied with the results so far. Further development has
been suspended because of the uncertainties in the final regulatory position regarding these
shipments although it is worth noting ACTRAM's comment "the NRC tests were likely to
prove unduly severe, as the improvement in overall reliability is small compared to that
already provided by current precautions" [6],

2. RISK ASSESSMENTS

BNFL supports the belief that an important factor in the safety argument is the
likelihood of a severe accident and the consequences of release of material.

The accident rate for civil aircraft is low; for severe accidents (defined as including
at least one fatality and destruction of the aircraft) this rate is about 10~6 per flight [6].
International research has shown that not all severe crashes will result in greater damage
to the packages than that inflicted by the IAEA type B tests. Estimates range from 1 % to
10% of accidents. However, most packages greatly exceed the requirements of the IAEA
tests, as shown by the tests described earlier, where even at very high impact speeds
IAEA leaktightness is maintained and no real estimates of leakage of material over and
above the IAEA requirement have been possible.

Despite the lack of actual release data, even if the very pessimistic assumptions of
a release greater than allowed for by IAEA requirements are considered, there are further
safety factors. Most plutonium powder is too coarse to be retained in the lung, and hence
large releases must be assumed before health effect models can predict the possibility of
the development of cancers over the next 50 years.

Pellatised Ceramic forms of Plutonium, such as MOX fuel, was excluded from the
considerations of ACTRAM (6) on the grounds that "ceramic pellets constituted no
significant inhalation hazard".

The consequences of a container being lost at sea can also be shown to be minimal.
The containers have been shown to withstand pressures equivalent to at least 400 m of
water and also PuO2 is insoluble in water. However the container would corrode eventually
and even if some plutonium were to dissolve or be suspended it can be shown that the
dilution effect of the water ensures that the effect on populations are minute.

3. TRANSPORT MODES AND SECURITY IN TRANSIT

Where radioactive materials are concerned the selection of transport mode and the assets
to perform the transport, go in parallel with the security considerations it is appropriate to
consider them as complementary subjects.

3.1. Standards

Two International standards are laid down for the guidance of these involved in the
storage and transport of radioactive materials. The first, "The Physical Protection of
Nuclear Material" (INFCIRC/225/Rev. 2} recommends practical measures for physical
protection of nuclear material in use, transit and storage.
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The second document, "Convention of Physical Protection of Nuclear Material"
(INFCIRC/274/Rev. 1 ), provides for member states to give a commitment to take measures
to protect material in transit and to co-operate and assist other member states in respect
of offences involving theft or diversion of nuclear material.

While the technical details of how these standards are implemented on a national
basis may vary from state to state, they all embody certain basic principles for the
execution of transports and provide a comprehensive, international standard for the safe,
secure transport of this class of materials which only approved transport organisations are
permitted to carry out.

Amongst these are minimising the number of shipments reducing shipment and
transshipment times, avoiding regular schedules and restricting prior knowledge of the
movements. Implicit in this is the requirement that the credibility of the individuals and
organisations involved must be satisfied according to national government requirements.

The international standards provide tables of radioactive materials classified
according to a physical security category. Each security category then attracts diverse
requirements to be taken into consideration for the protection of the material in transit.

INFCIRC/225/Rev. 2 basically lays down three security categories to which plutonium
and uranium in their many forms may be allocated from the highest Category I through to
Category III.

Many plutonium compounds for instance are allocated to Category I.

3.2. Transport mode

There are no restrictions on which modes of transport can be used for transport but
of course cost considerations favour road, rail and sea transport for high mass/volume
consignments.

Plutonium in its many forms attracts the most onerous security requirements during
transport. In Europe all plutonium materials from powder to fuel assemblies in Category I
quantities (2 kg or more) are transported in more or less the same way, since the
regulations do not currently recognise the difference in form in which plutonium materials
exist; (for example MOX could be considered as possessing an intrinsic security
characteristic resulting from the dilution of plutonium by up to 20 times in a uranium
matrix, however, regulations recognise Pu in irradiated fuel not greater than Category II for
international INFCIRC/225/Rev. 3 will give concessions for Pu contained in waste materials.

Vehicles used in the UK to transport these materials by road are specially constructed
according to national standards, to provide an effective barrier to attempts to penetration
by an adversary, and include special devices to resist theft of the vehicle itself; details of
which cannot be given here. In general these vehicles present, as far as possible, the same
appearance as other haulage vehicles of similar type. Irrespective of any escorting forces
the vehicles themselves are in constant communication with their operations control centre
and tracked by automatic systems to give a constant indication of their position and status
during transport.

Special package tie-down systems are included in the vehicle construction. Where
"standard" packages are concerned it is possible to consider an integrated handling system
which is able to load or unload vehicles in despatch or receipt facilities with minimum dose
uptake to transport workers,
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During road transports of certain materials the vehicles are accompanied by armed
escorts whose purpose is to further enhance the security of the shipment as well as being
an additional communication channel to the operations centre. In some cases this escort,
is provided by a special constabulary which is specifically empowered by law to protect
such transports. They may also, in addition, be accompanied by the civil police force who
can generally perform extra duties such as smoothing the traffic flow to allow the
unhindered transit of the security vehicle and its escort.

Transport between countries on Mainland Europe can generally be accomplished by
road alone but for particularly long shipments and for current shipments to and from the
United Kingdom (including some UK domestic shipments), air transport can be efficiently
employed. By this means, the time to accomplish an international transport is reduced to
a few hours, during which time the material is removed entirely from the public view with
consequent security benefits.

Although it is not necessary to obtain Competent Authority package approval for
countries which are overflown by such transports, it is necessary to obtain a non-
scheduled flight clearance from those countries aviation authorities; this may take up to
one month to be received and hence a great deal of forward planning is required which can
conflict with the concepts of security of information.

In recent years there has been little information on international sea transport of
Category I materials although the UK regularly performs movements of plutonium nitrate
from Dounreay to Sellafield in a specially chartered vessel, and in 1 984 a consignment of
plutonium was transported from France to Japan allegedly escorted by vessels from several
navies during its voyage. Recently a further movement is took place, escorted by a
purpose-built armed vessel.

The transport of radioactives like plutonium and spent fuel by sea will be restricted
in future to carriage by vessels qualified to the appropriate tNF Code. Many charter RO-RO
type vessels will be unable to qualify against these new requirements. Escorted transports
on passenger ferries, although able to meet the INF Code, are likely to be unacceptable
from the public relations viewpoint and specialist ships may have to be employed. BNFL
possess such a fleet.

Rail transport of Category I materials outside sites is technically feasible under the
guidelines provided in INFCIRC/225 and is covered by legislation in European nations,
however it is not known to what extent actual transports are undertaken using this mode.
The use of through rail transport, like sea and air, will usually involve a road movement
either at one or both ends since many facilities do not possess a rail head or sea terminal
or airport within the site boundary and so road transport can never completely be replaced.

4. REGULATORY ISSUES

There are coming changes in the IAEA regulations which could have a profound effect
on current practices due to the probable adoption of a new Neutron Quality Factory of 20
to be taken into account and also the introduction, when finalised, of type 'C' regulations.

In general the change in NQF can be accommodated by simple operational changes
or practices, however, the raising of the NQF to 20 will in many cases halve the current
effectiveness of existing package shielding against neutrons which is of particular
importance for transports of plutonium.

There is no provision for "grandfathering" against revision of dose-rate limits and
hence the major effect will be that in general the total apparent radiation level will increase
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(total radiation from plutonium for example is in the order of two thirds neutrons and one
third gamma), and this could mean that packages which previously were carried with a
Transport Index (Tl) of less than ten may now go beyond that value and be required to be
carried under "exclusive use" conditions.

Similarly where previously a number of fissile packages had a total Tl of less than 50,
such a group may now exceed 50 and require a Multilateral Shipment Approval
necessitating further paperwork and introducing complications with international
shipments.

The measurement of radiation Tl is not carried out until the packages are filled ready
for imminent transport; also many facilities do not have provision for secure storage of
filled packages whilst the shipment approval is obtained. A prudent transporter therefore
applies for Multilateral Shipment Approval at the outset, regardless of whether or not time
proves there is a requirement to do so. The preparation of unnecessary paperwork should
not be the result of such regulations and should be addressed at IAEA using the continuous
review process to determine an alternative solution.

Increased total Tl also takes up the permitted number for a conveyance (truck,
aircraft, ship hold, etc.) thus allowing less packages. It is possible that where previously
a number of packages could be transported in vehicles, at two metres from which the
radiation levels were within IAEA requirements (10 mrem/hr), less packages can now be
carried necessitating more transports overall, and/or increased shielding of vehicles, and/or
redesign of either package or vehicle.

Redesign and approval of packagings is a lengthy and expensive process and will lead
to packaging which will be larger and heavier for the same payload. The alternative of
increased transports of Category I quantities is neither a cheap nor desirable option from
the point of view of security.

The enhanced drop and fire tests of the proposed Type C regulations currently under
consideration by the IAEA are to be applied for all radioactive materials carried by air above
3000 A2 quantities. Quite clearly the shipment of industrial quantities of plutonium either
of powder or fuel would fall into this category and therefore only packages capable of
meeting these requirements or modification or redesign of packages will permit their
continuation in the air mode. Since at the present time these proposals are still under
consideration it would be inappropriate for member states to embark on any testing or
redesign work until the final requirements are defined and the pass/fail criteria set by the
regulatory process.

5. BNFL EXPERIENCE

For transport of new fuel assemblies it is particularly important to ensure that the fuel
is not subjected to any unacceptable shock loads or vibration (which can accelerate wear
between the individual pins and the assembly grids). BNFL has amassed a considerable
amount of data in these areas for all modes of transport, sea, road, rail and air in relation
to all kinds of package types, weather, sea and surface conditions.

Continuous recording of vibration and shock loadings have been taken using specialist
equipment which together with the inertial type accelerometer fitted to certain types of
packaging have yielded corroborative results that very low levels of vibration are
experienced during transport throughout the entire frequency spectrum, and that shock
loads are a significant margin below acceptable limits for the assemblies.
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BNFL does take pride in its enviable safety record for the transportation of plutonium
by all modes, both domestically and internationally since 1952. In the United Kingdom
BNFL has transported plutonium between nuclear installations by road using specially
constructed vehicles incorporating the highest security standards. Since 1 978 several tons
of mixed oxide fuel assemblies for the Dounreay Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) have been
transported by air. In the last 16 years a total of over 4 tons of plutonium which has
represented over 80 deliveries have been made to overseas destinations. The material has
been in the form of plutonium dioxide powder for at least 90% of these transports with the
remainder being fabricated plutonium fuel in various forms.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Plutonium transport has been safely and efficiently carried out by BNFL both
nationally and internationally for the last 35 years. The transport operations have been
carried out in accordance with national and international law which, to date, has been
based on Regulations recommended by the International Atomic Energy Agency. This
outstanding safety record is due to the design and development of the packaging and the
rigorous checks that are carried out at every stage of the operation. BNFL are committed
to the continuation of maintaining such transports in a safe, secure and cost effective
manner.
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